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ABSTRACT
Multivariate analysis of 14 years of scientific survey data has distinguished four
groundfish assemblage areas on the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador Shelf. The
assemblages were characterized by an homogeneous faunal composition, and relative
abundance and persistence e ver time. From 1978 10 1986, their spatial distribution was
maintained within certa in geographical boundaries which followed bottom topography and
exhibit characteristic bollom temperature ranges. Starling in 1987 and coincident with
a decline in the commercial fisheries, there was a shift of three of the assemblages
towards the east. Further analysis revealed a decrease in biomass in all of the more
abundant species as well as in some of the less abundant. Rare species were found to
decrease earlier than dominant ones. perhaps acting as indicators of major changes taking
place across the cont inental shelf. Increasing density of certain species near the
shelf/slope break has produced groupings of fish offshore of the main banks which has
made them more vulnerable to the fishery. Possible causes for this behaviour, e.g.
varying bottom temperature and lost of stability in the main species. are investigated.
Intense exploitation of groundfi~ is the most likely explanation for the decline of fish
biomass on the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador Shelf. less abundant species
distribution may also be affected by discard or as by-catchof the commercial species.
The homogeneous fish assemblages found could beused as the basic units to manage the
shelf in a smaller sca le basis from a biological perspective and to define highly sensitive
areas where fish lend \0 aggregate that might need to be protected.
lv
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CHAPTER i , FiSHERIES AND FiSH ASSEMBLAGES
Depletion (Hilborn and Walters, 1992) anddecline offish stocks around theworld
(Messieh, 1989; Frechet, 1991; Ludwig et et., 1993) in the last twenty years have
pointed oul the need to know the distribution of fish at diverse scales o f study (Dalley
and Anderson, 1993). Without such information, it will be impossible to achieve a better
knowledge of the ocean's continental shelves whose ecosystems provide us with most of
the world ' s fish resources.
The continental shelves in the Northwestern Atlantic Ocean are among the most
extensive and productive areas in the world for commercia l fisheries. Historically ,
marine fish populations have been considered too vast 10 be depleted by harvesting
(Rosenberg et al., 1993) , and this was essentially so for the Newfoundl and fisheries .
The result is that national and international fleets have exerted a very strong fishing effort
on the stocks there for almost five centuries.
In 1977, with the extension of Canadian jurisdictional waters 10 two hundred
miles, Canadian fisheries biologists were faced with the very difficult task of applying
stock assessment procedures across the continental shelves. They had to manage the
fishing grounds without having much scientific information on the fish population
dynamics over a very exten sive area. The size and scale of the shelf was itself a
problem. The NAFQ divisions 2 and 3 themselves extend over 350,000 square
kilometers (Murphy and Bishop, 1993) and have a very abrupt topography and complex
physical oceanography. Survey and commercial data were taken into account to set a
total allowable catch (TAC) each year in order to maintain the stocks; studies were
carried out on a species by species basis. The techniques used were based on the
estimation of means of total abundance and associated variances (Smith, 1990) using the
standard formulae for stratified random designs te.g. Cochran, 1977). Over the years,
further improvement of the parameters used in the models produced better estimations
(Cochran and Ellner, 1992).
To achieve a basic knowledge of the spatial and temporal distribution of the
species seemed to be the first approach required to improve the existing model in order
to take further management decisions (Dickie et al., 1987). Such an approach would be
possible on the continental shelves of the Paci fic coast of the United States and Canada
where studies from a groundfish assemblage perspective have been carried out (Gabriel
and Tyler, 1980), and similar studies are underway in the Norwegian Deep [Bergstad,
1990) and on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland (Gomes, 1993). But the Northeast
Newfoundland and labrador shelf, the area of the northern cod stock, has never been
studied from thisparticular point of view and scale.
In the late 80's and beginning of the 90' s a progressive decline in the abundance
of the fish stocks through divisions 2J and 3K on the Newfoundland shelf suggested that
groundfish species distributional changes might beat work; various possibilities such as
overfishing or migration could account for the changes, but a spatial approach was
necessary to characterize the distribution patterns and their dynamics . The fishing
grounds off Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador coast are home to a number of kinds
of fish, and groundfish are the main target of the fisheries. The lack of selectivity of
some of the fishing gear used produces very dive rse tows (i.e. containing a good mixture
of species) so it seemed reasonable to approach the fisheries on a multispccies level;
obviously, knowledge of each species' ecology is necessary 100, but the two different
approaches (individual and multispecies) may complement each other (Pielou, 1974) and
together help to better understand the fisheries ecosystem.
Groundfishcommunities have been shown tobequite stable and exhibit distinctive
asse mblages that are generally aligned with the bottom topography. Rogers and Pikitch
(1992) detected six major grou ndfish assemblages off the coas ts of Oregon and
Washington based on consistencies in three types of analysis of the species weights;
Colvocoresses and Musick (1984) found consistently five groundfish species associations
on the Middle Atlantic Bight continental shelf over a c-year period; Mahon and Smith
(1989) described the distribution of the Scotian Shelf and Bay of Fundy demersal fish
assemblages and found them to be stable and persistent through eighteen surveys (twelve
in summer and three each in spring and fall) but having different outco mes at different
cluster scales; O..e rholtz and Tyle r (1985) found that the spatial integrity of each
assemblage on Georges Bank was preserved over time in spite of changes in species
richness and relative abundance; Gomes (1993) studied sixteen years of Spring surveys
on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and found groundfish assemblages which were
pcrsistant and homogeneous. The Northeast Newfoundland shelf has never been
investigated in such a holistic manner (Atkinson. 1993)and to do so is one motive behind
this thesis.
A fisheries biogeography of the shelf should provide a spatial descri ption of
groundfish distribution and disclose areas with homogeneous species composition and
biomass that, if persistent over the years. have the potential to become the basic
management zones that are of a size that is comfortable to monitor and regulate; changes
in these areas ought to be detectable earlier than at the larger scale of the whole
continental shelf scale. Such a reas would be based on a multispccies sampling and
analysis. and therefore would consider species biomass information important regardless
of whether the species were commercia lly fished or not. Several environ mental
variables . such as bottom topography, depth. sediment type, latitude and bottom
temperature. have been reported to be related 10species area boundaries (Colvocoresses
and Musick, 1984; Mahon and Smith, 1989; Gomes et al.. 199 2); therefore. such
investigations may also disclose possible relations between the distribution patterns of
assemblages and env ironmental gradients or variability.
For this study. the Depart ment of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) made available
fourteen yea rs of Autumn groundf ish sampling data, a number that encompasses the
ge neration time of some of the most important groundfish on the shelf; it seems therefore
plausible that species areas, if found over tha! duration of time on an annual basis, can
be assumed to be quite stable. Numerous authors fecI that the turnover time must be the
minimum value of years sampled in o rder 0 obtain acceptable values; most studies that
display stability in the fish assemblages have only been studied for 2 to 4 years without
allowing natural variability 10 appear (Rogers and Pikitch, 1992). I have adopted the
generation time as a good indicator based on Gomes' study (1993) done on the.nearby
Grand Banks area which is inhabited by quite similar species. Nevertheless, the results
obta ined from the analyses can only be indicative of the groundfish distribution relative
to the catching gear used (demersal trawl) and the season of the year when the survey
was done (Autumn) (Doubleday and Rivard, 1981; Pitt et al., 1981). This implies some
bias since the timing of the survey cruises varied slightly from year 10 year and the
environmental conditions in the area may have somewhat altered the general trends that
fish follow in the Autumn when the main commercial species, mostly Atlantic cod,
migrate offshore.
I have named the areas which I identify "fish assemblages", a term defined by
Tyler et el . ( 1982) based solely on geographic distribution and by Underwood (1986) as
a haphazard group of populations of various species that happen to be together at any
place and time without taking into account trophic relationships. Among the species of
an assemblage there may be, of course, important and complex interactions that are
worthwhile studying. Therefore, the next appropriate step would be to try to find
possible relationships among th~ components of the assemblage (Underwood. 1986) to
see if they represent a true biological community. At first I had hoped to be able to
address this matter but several circumstances kept me from achieving this co mplex task:
firstly, the lack of time to finish it within ~ite limits of a Master's thesis; secondly, the
results obtained by Gomes et al, (1992) which showed a high degree of uncertainty in
the r -ttcomes of trophic interactions, and, finally the finding that the shelf ecosystem is
extremely complex in this area and that there are insufficient data to come to any fully
conclusive resu lts (Shelton et al. 1993. 1993).
In spite of the above hindrances, I have been able to address most of my original
hypotheses using a multispecies approach. I have found that there are four groundfish
assemblages whose species composition and abundance remain fairly constant. These
have been described . They are present persistently over the fourteen years of study and
they seem to be well-aligned to the bottom topography. During the first 9 years of the
dataset , the grc undfish assemblages described kept within fairly narrow geographical
boundaries, bu t thcy seem to have undergone major changes during the last five years.
This period, of course. was the one during which the fishery based on the Northern cod
collapsed. Thu s the study afforded an oppon unity not only 10 describe and characterise
the fish assemblages of a very large and important region of Canada's Atlantic
continental she lf, but also to investigate the spatial and temporal dynamics of fish
assemblages during the period of a major fishery collapse.
CHAPTER 2. MULTISPECIES DATA AND METIJODS
2.1 GreundrishData
The Canadian Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans has been conducting
Autumn groundfish surveys off Newfoundland and Labrador since 1977. The zone
covered corresponds to sub-areas 2 and 3 of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
Organization (NAFO) and specifically 10divisions 2J and 3K (since 1978) and 3L (since
1981). Thedata used in this study were collectedfrom 1978to 1991during the Autumn,
mainly late Octobe r to early December. in the 2 divisions (2J3K) that correspond to the
areas known as the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador shelf (Fig. I).
The research vessel R.V.GADUSAn.6,NTICA conducted the surveys during the
entire 14 years; a stratified random method was used o n groundfish sampling surveys
with stratification by latitude, longitude and depth in the range from 100to 1,000 metres.
Sampling stations were allocated to strata according to area with all strata containing at
least 2 stations. Tows were usually of 30 minutes duration at 2.5 knots with a 29-mm
mesh liner used in the codend of the trawl (Atkinson, 1993). Surface temperature,
bottom temperature at the end of the tow and depth of the tow (mean and maximum)
were also recorded .
For each yea r, a two-way data matrix was constructed consisting of an entry OJ)
that represents the catch in weight of species j at stat ion i. Species were included
initially in the analysis only if their biomass comprised at least 0.05 % of the total catch
in that year's Autumn survey.
Screening o f the complete species list was necessary for several reasons. Some
Figure 2·1 , Chart of the Northeast Newfoundlandand Labrador Shelf. with place names
used in the text indicated , Note also NAFO Divisions 2J, 3K and 3L.
identifications were incomplete. being only done to family or genus level. Also, a
number of species taken inadvertently in the demersal trawls were pelagic, The refore,
some other rules for inclusion were also established , Species were excluded if :
I) the data only included identification to family and with insufficient basis
for species identification.
2) they were pelagic species, except for capelin (MallofUs villosus) and
Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) which play an important role in demersal
food webs.
3) they were very large species such as Greenland shark (Somniosus
microcephalus) or Basking shark(Cetorhinus maxi/lllls) which appeared
very rarely in trawls but could greatly bias the analysis because of their
immense weight.
4) their total biomass anQ abundance were tess than 0.05% of the total fish
caught in that assemblage.
5) they were absent more than 5 yeal'S out of the 14 sampled, except for
species whose abundance w: biomass was less than 0.05%, in which case
the species should appear in more than 2 contiguous years.
After applying theabove rules , a total of 35 species (Table 1) remained to be used
in the final analyses; the number of species ranged between 28 and 35 per survey, with
29 of them (Table 2) almost always present.
Following identification of the assemblages, a funher revision was done by
assemblage and year 10 try to identify which species were most representative of the
catch in each assemblage. Summaries of the basic species data finally used- by species,
year, and assemblage - are found in Appendix I.
TABLE 1: List of species used in the analysis of groundfishsurveys.
Common na me
Alligatorfish, Northern
Capelin
Cod, Arctic
Cod, Atlantic
Cod, Greenland
Dogfish, Black
Eel, Longnose
Eclpout, Arctic
Belpou., Esmarck's
Eelpout, Vahl's
Grenadier, Roughhead
Grenadier, Roughnose
Grenadier, Roundnose
Flounder, Witch
Hake, Blue
Halibut, Atlantic
Halibut, Greenland
Lumpfish, Common
Lumpfish, Spiny
Marlin Spike,Common
Plaice, American
Redfish, Deep Water
Redfish, Golden
Sea Raven
Sculpin, Arctic Deepsea
Sculpin, Arctic Hookear
Sculpin, Moustache
Sculpin, Shorthorn
Skate, Smooth
Skate, Spinytail
Skate, Thorny
Tapirflsh, Large Scale
Wolflish, Broadhead
wotfflsh, Spotted
Wolffish, Striped
Scjentlnc n ame
Agonusdecagonus
Mallofll5 vitlmus
Boreogadus saida
Gadus morhua
Gaaus ogac
Cenrroscylliumfabricii
Synaphohranc1ms kaupi
Lycodes rericutatus
Lycodes esmani
cycodes vahlii
Macrourus berg/ax
Tractttrhincus murrayl
Coryphaenoides rupesms
GIYPlOcephalm cynogloJ.TlIs
Antimora rostrate
Hl pp oglouus hlppog losSllS
Reinhordtius hippoglossfJides
Cycfopterus IlimplIs
Eumicrotremus spinosus
Nezumiabairdii
Hippoglossoides plalessoides
sebanes meruelia
Sebasiesmarines
Hemitti pteru s omericame
Commculusmtoops
Attediellus unclnatus
Triglopsmurray!
Myoxou phalllJ scorpius
Raja setua
Raja spmicauaa
Raja radiata
Notacanmus chemnitzil
Anarhicnasdenticulotus
Anarhkhas minor
Anarntcnas lupus
10
TABLE 2: Species listed in Table I, withthe numberof timesthat the species appeared
during the yearsunder studyandthe yearswhen thespecies was absent indicated.
Not present inNumber oryearsScientific n ame --'-_ _ -'- "'- _
Agonusdecagonus
Anarhlchas denticulatus
Anarhichas minor
Anarhlchas lupus
Antimora rOSfrafa
Artedieitusuncinatus
Boreegadus soldo
CentroscylliumjabriclJ
Coryphaenoides rupestrts
Cottunculusmicrops
Cycfoprerus lumpus
Sumicrotremus spinosus
Gadus mornua
Gadus ague
GIYPlocephalus cmogtossvs
Hemtmpterus amencanus
Hippog/o.uoit/es platessatdes
Hippog/ossus hippoglossl/s
t-ycoaesesmarki
Lycodesreticuloms
Lycodes vahttt
woc rounu berg/ax
MallOllls vi/foslIs
Myoxocfp"alu.~ scarp tus
Nezumia baird!
No/aeal/thus cllellln/tzii
Raja radtata
Rajasenta
Raj a spinicQuda
Reinhardrius hip[Joglossoides
sebastes marinas
Sebastes men/ella
Synapllobranchlls kaup i
Trachyrllynchus murrayi
Trfglopsmurrayf
14
14
14
14
13
11
14
13
13
12
14
14
14
10
14
6
14
13
10
14
14
14
13
10
14
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
6
13
7'
81,82,83
7'7B
81.'3
86,88,90,91
78-81,'3 -85,90
9D
82,83,85,86
78
80.B1 ,85,87
78,81
78,81
78·82 ,84,85 ,89
86
I I
1.2 Methods
For every Autumnsurv ey there was a lo g-transformation of litera w catch data
of speciesj at station ; to avoid having the most abundant species dominate the results
of the multiv ariateana lysis. Previous experienc e wi1h g roundfish data (Gauch. 1982;
Gomes, 1987) indicated that the logarithmic transformatio n In(1+ x) did not change the
outcomesigni ficantly as compared10 the rawdat a analysis.
Ordinat ion was used to repre sent catch and species re lationships in a low-
dimensional space(Gauc h and w hittaker. 1981) and hierarchical cl assificat ion was used
to place catches into groups (Piclou, 1984) . There are 2 types of hierarch ical
classification: Agg/flmt' rtl li l'(, classification begins withindividual haulsand progressively
combines them , and D i v;.!il'!' c lassification begin s with all thehau ls and p rogressively
divides them. Ecologists havedefended the practical and theoretical advantages of using
polytheticdiv islve methodsas o pposed to agglomerativeo nes (Boesch, 1977 ; Gauch and
Whittaker, 198 1; Gauch, (982). The later have theoretical adva ntages in that all the
available info rmation is used to make the critical topmost divis ions, resulting in a
classification thai is less sensitive to influence by the random "no ise" commonly fou nd
in ecological samples (Lambert et al., 1973cited in Gomes , 1993) .
Hiller a1.(1975) proposed a po lythetlcdi visive method based on an ordinat ion
techniqueunder the nam e of "indicator speciesanalysts". T hismethodhas been refi ned
and computeri zed by Hill (1979 ) as TWINSPAN; the software is designed to construct
two-wayordered tables and the method of doing so is by identifica tionof differen tial
species. Adifferential speciesis defined asonew ith clear ecological preferences,so that
itspresence ca n beused to identify particular env ironmental conditions.
The aim orTWINSPAN analysis is 10thro w the salient featu res of the data int o
sharp relief, by grooping like species wit h like, and likesa mples wit h like. Stations a re
classified first and the species are cla ssified second acco rding to their ecological
preferences, using the classifica tion of the statio ns as a basis. Th e basic stepso f a
TIVINSPANanalysisar e:
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1.-Classify the stations in a divisive hierarchy, div iding them first into 2 sub sets, then
4, 8, 16, etc.
2.- Convert the stationclassification into an ordering or a rank.
3,- Using the groups of stations as a bas is, construct attributes for the species, i.e."
preferential 10 the rightside of the major div ision". "preferential the left side of
the seco nd division", etc. .
4.- Cla ssify the species in the same way as the stations, bu t with the difference th at
whereas the spec ies were treated as attribu tes of the stations, tile species have
attributes of the kind indicatedabove in step 3.
5.- Convert the species classification into an ordering or a rank.
6.- Print out the resulting ordered two-way table, with stations as co lumns and species
as rows.
The basic activity o f TWINSPANis tomake a dicho to my. The progra m divides
up the stations into groups by repeated dichotomization, and does the same for the
species . TWINSPAN makes its dichotomies in a manner broadly simila r to that
described byMueller-Dcm boisand Ellenberg(1974). They recommendeddiv iding the
species into three catego ries, preferential to the left , preferential to the right and those
that are indifferent. Mainly because it can be ar gued that dichoto mies do not arise
naturally, these categories are nearly as arbitrar y as divi ding the species in two
(preferential to the left and to the right as in TWI NSPAN) , since indiffe rence and
preferemiatity ar e a matt er of degree. The stages of creating a dichot omy in
TWINSPANare as follow s:
1.- Identify a direction of variation in the data by ordinating the samples. This is
referred to as ' pri mary" ordination and is made by the method of reciprocal
averaging (Hill, 1973).
2.- Divide theordi nation at its middle to get a crude dichoto my of the samples.
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3.- Ide ntify differential species that are p referenrialto one side or the other of the crude
<lichotomy.
4.- Construct a n improved ordination, referred to as a "refined" ordi nation, using Ihe
differentia! species as a basis.
S.-Divide the relinedord ination at an appropriate point to derive the desired dichotomy.
6.- Construct a simplified ordination, the "indica tor" ordina tion, based on a few of the
mosthighly preferential species, and see whether the dichotomysuggestedby the
refined ordination canbe reproduced by a division of the indicator ordination.
Withthe exception ofborderlinecases, the refinedordination is used todetermine
the dichotomy. TWINSPAN introduces also the term "pseudospectes" in order to
account for different "le ve ls" of abundance or biomass in the samples .
The idea of the d i fferentia l species mentioned in stagc 3 is essentia lly qualitative,
but to be effective withquantita tiv e data it must be replaced by a quantitative equivalent.
This eq uivalent is calleda "pseud ospecies" (Hillet al., 1975; Hill, 1977), The essential
idea is that much of the q uantitat ive infor mation can be retained by expressing it on a
relativel y crude scale suc h as the Btaun-Blanquet scale of cover-a bundance (Mueller-
Dombots and Ellenberg, 1974; W esthoff a nd Maarel. 1973). The levels of abundance
usedin TWINSP ANto define Ihe crude scale are here termed "pseuoospecles cut levels".
In this study I examined fish catches and therefore a biomass scale was
construc ted. In order to introduce the values into TWINSPAN , six pseudospecies cut
levels we re used based o n a biomass scale covering the available data (Table 3), The
values of thecut levels (0 ,5 , 5, 25, 125, 625 and 12(0 ) were converted into logarithms
(by 10(1 +x» to be comparable wit h the co ntents of the data in the input matrix.
The number of pse udospecies cut levels sho uld represent a compro mise between
the a prioriobtainable information from the data an d the ava ilability of computer space
and time sinceeach pseudospecles is stored separately in the compute r. The method of
pseacospe cles allows qua ntitative values to be used as di fferential "species' and as
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indicators. Thus, we will not have Atlantic Cod (Gadus morhua) as a differential
species, having insteadCool if the biomass is higher than 0.5 kg), COO2 if it is greater
than 5 too, Cod3if is greater than25 and soon as differential species.
Table 3: Biomassscale withcut levels used in TWINSPAN in this study.
BIOMASS RANGE (KG) CUT LEVEL
0.5 ·5.0 0.40
5.0 -25 .0 1.79
25.0· 125.0 3.26
125.0·625.0 4.84
625.0 - 1200.0 6.44
> 1200.0 7 .09
Asan example. following thescale shownin Table 3. imagine that station 1 has
a catch of SOO kg of cod (Gadusnmrhuo)whereasin station 2 only 100kg of codwere
taken. Thesevaluesdiffer by a factorof 5 butwith an application of thecut levels used
in this analysis. the following pseudospecies will bepresent in the stations:
STATlON I (500 kg): Codt (0.40) , COO2 (1.79), Cod3 (3.26) and Cod4 (4.84) showing
therefore 4 pseudospecies within the single species cod,
STATION 2 (100 kg): Cool (0,40), Cod2 (1.19) and Cod3 (3.26) having 3
pseudospecteswhich in fact are in commonwith the 3 present in station I,
In spite of the difference in weight (5 to I) , the stations are registered by TWINSPAN
ashaving more in common(han they do by way of difference,
is
The final results of TWINSPAN are disp layed in a two-way table that fulfil s
requirements o f non-exc lusivity. An ubiq uitous species can therefo re be associated wit h
more than one grouping of stations by simple visual inspection . Cluster analysis
(CLUSTAN: Bray-Curti s index , Group Average method) was also used fo r tile years
1978, 1979 and 1980; examination o f the TWIN SPAN two-wa y tables allowed the
recog nition of biological features of eac h of the main station grou ps first identified by
this cl uster ana lysis. Such featu res included not only the d ifferentia l species (t.e. speci es
having clear pre ference for a given cluste r) but al so the presence o r absence of a very
widesp read species in a cluster, or ano malies in d uste r richness (numbe r of species
prese nt). These charac teristics a re used to classify stations laid off the mai n clusters or
10 rati fy Ihe cl assification of th o se ambiguous sta tions usually located on g eographical
bounda ries of the areas occupied by the mai n station group s. The usc of TWINSPAN
allowed the de rivation of more in formati o n from the data than did th e cluste r analys is,
and for data from 198 1 onwa rds TWI N SPAN was used to alloc a te stat io ns to fi sh
assemb lages.
Once the two-w ay (able p rod uced by TWINSP AN fo r each year was analyzed in
detail , stations were assigned to the asse mblages of species sho w n by the results .
Geogra phical con tinuity was chec ked and th e data were mapped using SIGMA PLOT and
SPANS (GIS).
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CHAPfER 3. CHARACTERISATION OF FISH ASSEMBLAGES
3.1 R l'Su\ls of the Mnll bpecies Analyses
The TW INSPAN analysis of the fa-yea r series of biomass survey data ,
comprising in all 3,520 trawl sta tions, ide ntified 4 different assemb lages (Deep , North ,
Main and Coastal) that appeared 10 recur regularly in the area (Table 4). Each
assemblage was characterized by its own species composition and abundances;
nonetheless, a number of ubiquilous species appeared in several of the assemblage
descrip lions [fable 5).
It was necessary to disting uish two different periods over the time cou rse of the
investigation. During the first 9 years (from 197 8 to 1986), the assemblages end 10
occupy thesamegeographicarea withslight dirrerences among the years so (hal l mean
situatio n could be identifi ed (see F ig. 4-1) . Starting in 1987 andcontinuing un til the last
year in thedata series (1991), the geographic posiricn of theassemblages changed
drastically and it was not possible to describe any meanspatial distribution for lhemany
more. The areas occupied byone assemblage had been "invaded" by another assemblage
which had extended beyond its mean distribu tion as foond in thefirst period (1978-86);
other assemblage s had " shrunk" in respect to the spatial area they occupy, and, in
particular zones, certain assemblages ha d even lost some of thei r main component
species .
With respectto the catchpe r unite ffort(CPUE), the mostproductive assemblage
was the Deepo ne with a meanCPUE for all thespeciesof 330 kg/tow (s.e. 45) showi ng
its maximum in 1981 wit h 67B kg/ towand minimum in 1989 with 115 kg/to w; theleast
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p roduc tive was the Coasta l one with a mean of96 kg / low (s .e. 15) ex hibiting 2 19 kg/tow
in 1978 and 4 kg/ low in 1991 as its highe st and lo west va lues. T he Main and North
Assem b lages had in termediate CPUEs of 281 kg/tow (5.c.26) and 265 kg/tow ts.e. 34)
with mou ima of 5 71 kg/tow in 1983 and 439 kg/tow in 1986 and minima of 180 kg/tow
and 19 k g/ tow, re spectivel y (Fig. 3·1).
T ABLE 4: Number of stations by assemblage and year for the period of study, 1978-
1991; in brackets percentage of sta tions ass igned to each assemblage within each year.
Last TOW shows the total number of stations by assemblage fOTthe en tire 14 yea rs.
ASSEMBLAGE. " EAR DEEP NORTH MAIN COA STAL
1978 7 (5 . 6) 42(33.6) 67(53.6) 9(7 .2)
1979 34(1 6 . 1) 54(25.6) 119(56.4) 4(l ,9)
1980 42(17.6 ) 66(21.6) 111(46.4) 20(8.4)
1981 42(18.8) 65(29.0) 95( 42.4) 22(9.8)
1982 55(18 .2) 74(24.4) 134 (44.2) 40(13.2)
1983 30( 11. 7 ) 84(32.8 ) 117(45.7) 25(9.8)
1984 36(13 .7 ) 4 1(15.6 ) 134(51.! ) 51 (19 .5)
1985 50(15 .3) 79(24.2 ) 13 1(40.2) 66(20.3)
1986 21 (9.8) 55(25.6) 95(44 .2) 44(20.4)
1987 26 (9. 0 ) 72(25.0 ) 115(39.9) 75(26. 1)
1988 21 (8.8) 73(30.6) 83( 34.7) 62(25 .9)
1989 14 (5 . 1) 61(22.1) 118(42.7) 83(30. 1)
1990 20 (8 .2) 33([3.6) 84(34 .6) 106 (43.6)
1991 24 (7. 7) 50(16.0) 108(34 .5) 13 1(4 1.8)
T OTAL # 422 849 1,511 738
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TABLE 5: List of species that define each assemblage according to presence and catch
per unit effo rt.
ASSEMBLAGE DEEP NORTH MAIN COASTAL
CPUE(kgltow)
DeepWll u Alll\ntic Cod Alll1nl i~ Cod
Redfish
> 100 Dee pwater Rcd fi ~h
--
Greenland AmericanP lllice Gr eenland Hali hu! Ath'nlicCod
Hlllihul
Brcm1head G", enhllld
Round"'>$<! Wnlffi~~ Halihul
10 -100 Grena dier
Or""nl11llll Ame,; c.. "
BlOlIdh".d H..lill u! Plaic"
Wol ffi~h
Roullhhelld Spotted Golden aedfi .1t ThornySbte.
Gr" n"di" r Wnlm~h
AmericllnPl llice
Black DogfiAA SlripcdWol ftio<h
Wi:chFloonder
1 ·10 ThnTn)'Skll1e
Br""d hclld
RC>Uj:hhelld WoW;. h
Grellad i" r
Blue Hak" Wilch F loundcr Slrip"dWolffi .h Arclic Cod.
A!'elic Cod Arclic Eelpullt Witch
Marlin Spike Flounder
Sl"'ue dWolffh h
<1 Arctie Eelrnll!
ArclicCod
Ther e seemed 10 be a good correspondence between the distribution of the
assemblages and the bottom topography of the area. The NE Newfoundland and
Labrador shelves (NAFO ntvistons 2J and 3K) are very profuse in banks (Harr ison,
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Figure 3·1. Catch-per-unit effort (kg/tow, all species) for each of the four assemb lage
areas by year.
Hamilton, Belle Isle, Funk Island) , saddles (Cartwr ight, Hawke), basins (e.g. 51.
Anthony) and deeps (e.g Funk Island ). This co rrespondence ag rees with the literature
on fish assemb lages mentioned in Chapter 1. and see ms to he a common finding in all
stud ies done on the mailer.
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3. 1.1 DEE P ASSEMB LAGE
3. 1.1.1 Desc rjptton and Emoironrne nta l conditions
As the nameindicates, stations that belonged to this assemblage were situated in
the deeper areas of the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador shelves (Fig , 3-2) . The
assemblage occup ied an elongated area in
both NAFO Divisions 2Jand 3K loca ted .. = ,--- -r-c-t
along the sh elf-slope break at latitudes
ranging from 55°30'N to 49 °30'N and
longitudes from 55 °30 'W to 50oW. The ~
Deep Assemblage was the only one that
maintained its spatial distribu tion during
the entire 14 years of study, and also
showed certain stability and little variation 51
in the environmental variables studied .
The number of stations assigned to
the Deep Assemblage ranged from 7 in q .I-::=~2:;l2;:::;:::;::~:0::::1
1978 to 55 in 1982 with a mean of 30
Figure 3-2, Composi te of all stations
(SO=13) stations per year. From 1978 assigned to the Deep Assemblage, 1978.
unti11982 there was an increasi ng number 199 1
of stations surveyed that showed
characteristics of the Deep Assemblage , but from 1982 to 1989 the number decreased
drama tically only increasing slightly to 24 stations in the assemb lage in 1991. The mean
depth fluctuated between 688±39 metres (SE) in 1991 and 349±17 m in 1978; i3 34
min 1979 was the deepest station surveyed during the 14 years and 231 min .t C}g2 was
the shallowest. The greatest range in anyone year was in 1979 with stations at depths
between 1334 and 233 rn.
The mean bouorn temperatures were the warmest values of all the assemblages
with temperature means from 4.18± O.29°C (SO) in 1983 10 2.66±1.21 °C in 1979,
2\
reflecting the quilt: stable bottom temperature in this area. The wannest individual
station was found in 1991 (S. J0q and the colder ones showed a temperature of O·C in
differentyears. In 1983. 1988and 1989the mean bottomtemperaturewaswarmer than
average, and 1980 and 1984were colder years.
Mean surface temperature in the area of the Deep Ane mblage was calculated
even though it probably should not beconsidered vcry irnponant as regards groundfish
analys is. Values ranged from 2.97±1.24°C (SO) in 1980 10O·C (50=0) in 1991 wit h
the warmest individual station surveyed in 1979 a.o°C) and the coldest in 1984
(. 1.2°C). The years 1978, 1984 and 1989 exhibited coole r than average temperatures
whereas 1979. 1980 and 1988 were warmer.
3.1.1.2 Biomass and Species Composition
The catch per unit effort of this assemblageexhibited a decreasing (rend from
1978 to 1991. In certain years, the CPUE appeared 10 increase but this was due to
seoastesspecies (mainlySt'bostt'smt'n1~lIa) which were occasionallytaken in enormous
quantities (order of 11 IOns) in some tows es~ially in 1983, 1986 and 1988.
Excludingthese unusual redfish lows. CPUE in the Deep Assemblage had a declineof
500 kg/tow in J4 years varying between610 kg/tow in 1978 and 110 kg/tow in 1991
with a meanof 3?oO±46 kg/tow (SE). This assemblageexhibiteda biggerdecreasethan
the others. but this could be due 10 the high natural variation in the catchability that
characterisedthe deepwater redflsh (S~b(IJr~s 1Ilt'n1t'lIa), a dominantspecies. The mean
CPUE of the whole assemblageshowedno significantdifferenceamong years, with the
exception of the strong redfish year 1981; when the unusual tows of redfish were
removed, any difference disappeared.
Deepwater redf lsh (St'hasfes memetknwas the most abundant species withCPUE
values greater than 100 kg per tow. Greenland halibut (Reinhardfills hippoglossoid~s)
was the next most abundant species with CPUEs that were between 20 kg per tow in
1989 and 100 kg per tow in 1986. when it comprised 25% of the total catch in the
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Dominant species- Deep Assemblage
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Figure 3-3. Survey catch rates f OT dominant (an d commerc ial) groups in the Deep
Assemblage.
assemblage (Fig. J. 3).
Broadhead wolflish (AnarhichQJdrnricu!oftlJ) was a very important speciesin the
Deep Assemblage 100, showing a CPUE between 10 and 40 kg per tow; it was most
abundant in 1918 and 1980. AI about the same level of abundance and charac teristic of
this assemblage in considerable amounts was the roundnosegrenadier(Coryphaenoides
rupesrris), with CPUE ranging (rom 20 to 70 kg per lOW (Fig . 3·3) .
Roughhead grenadier (Macrourus berg/ax) and black dogfish (Cemroscyllium
labricll) were an order of magnitude lessabundant in the Deep Assemblage withCPUEs
ranging from 4 10 15 kg per tow (Fig, 3-4) Blue hake (Amimora rosrom; and marlin
spike (Nezumia bairdill were always present in this assemblage but in very small
23
Less abundant speciea- Deep Assemblage
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Fig ure 3·4. Survey catch rates for less abundant (and non-commerctalj groups in the
Deep Assemblage.
quantities, i.e. less than I kg per tow during all [4 years.
3. 1.2 NORlll ASSE MBLAGE
3.1.2.1 Descr iption and Environmental condillons
The North Assemblage occupies mainly NAFO Division2J but in some years
extends southward in to 3K (Fig . 3-5) . It comprises a narrow area north of the Main
Assemblage and lathe east of the Coastal Assemblage. From 197810 1987 it lies within
the latitudes from 50 0 45'N 10 55 "30'N and longitudes be tween 57 °30'W 1053 oW; after
1987. the assemblage shifted slightly towards the north and east to latitudes between
51"IO'N and 55"30'N in 1987,1988 and 1989 but between 53°15' N and 55°30'N in
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1m and 1991 and longitudesbetween
S6°12' W and Sr2$'w in all these five
years.
A meanof 60 (50= IS) stations 501
per year were found 10 fall within this
assemblage. The lowest number of
stationsin anyone year was 33 (in 1990) iii
and the highesl was 84 (in 1983). In
general, the North Assemblage includes
an increasing number of stations from
,.. '
Dominant speclea- North Assemblage
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f igure 3·6. Survey catch rates for dominant (and commercial) groups in the North
Assemblage.
the surface temperature, The warmest years were 1979, 1980, 1982 and 1985whereas
the coolest were 1978. 1984 and 1991.
3.1.2.2 Biomass and Species eompcsltlon
The CPUE in the North Assemblage ranged from 438.6 kgrtow in 1986to 18.58
kgflow in 1991. A massive decline was detected in 1990 and 1991 when less than 50
kg/tow were taken as compared wi th the mean overall of 265±34 kg/tow (SE). The
catch was 400 kg/lOW in 1978, decreased to 250 kg/tow in 1981, and then increased
progressively until 1986 where 438.6 kg/tow were taken. From 1986 onwards, thecatch
per unit effort decreased sharply showinga CPUE of only 18.58 kg/tow in 1991.
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Atlanticcod(Gadusmorhuo) is one ofthe principalspecies within this assemblage
until 1989 (a mean of about 150 kg/low). From 1989the CPUE for this speciesshows
a declining trend to arrive at nearly 0 kgrtow in 1990and 1991 (Fig. 3~6). It comprises
a high percentage of the total in the catches for the North Assemblage (around 50%
before1989 and30% thereafter).
Greenland halibut (Rtlnhardtius hippoglossoides) showed a CPUE of about 40
kg/tow until 1988, with the exception of 1984 when a mean of 110 kg/tow was taken.
Fro m 1988 onwards a sharp decrease was found with values of less than 10 kg/tow in
1990 and 1991. Nevertheless the percentagein each year' s catch of Greenland halibut
within the Nonh Assemblage remained mostly around 20%. American plaice
(HippogfossoiJts platessoldes)was anotherof the important speciesin this assemblage.
It showedvalues of CPUE around60 kg/towuntil 19:i4 but thesedecreasedto 2 kg/tow
in 1991. However, as with the Greenland halibut, the percentage comprised by plaice
over the years remainedvery stable around 15 %.
Deepwater redfish (S('ho.lfe.~ memello) was another North Assemblage species
that showeda decreasingtrend in the catch, especially from 1988 onwards. But. as was
mentioned above. redtish appeared very erraticallyand. though 60 kg/lOW were caught
in 1978, the general trend showeda mean of 10 kg/tow until 1987 and redfish were
nearly completely absent from \988 until 1991. Broadhead wolffish (Anorhichas
denriculatus) showedthe same as the other species that predominated in this assemblage
• a declining trend from 1984onwards (Fig. 3·7) but again with the percentage within
the totalcatch every year quite constant around about 8%. CPUE for this large wolffish
species was around 25 kg/tow until 1984 and about 8 kg/tow from 1985 from then on
until the last year of the study when only 2 kg/tow were caught.
Spottedwolffish(Anorhicho.rminor)and stripedwolflish (Anorhichos lupus)were
speciesthat appear in the Nonh Assemblagebut in lower percentages, about 3% of the
total catch for the year; in 1991. a slight increase was noticeable in both species,
amounting 10 5% and 10%respectively of the total biomass caught. Thorny skate tRoia
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Figure 3-7 . Survey ca tch rates (or less abundant (and non-co mmercia l) groups in the
North Assemblage.
radiara) and roughhead grenadier (Macm /lms berg/ax) are North Assemblagespecies
with a CPUE of about 3 kg/ low. Arctic eefpout (Lycooes reticukuusi, witch flounder
(Glyp'ocephoJu.~cynoRlo.u/l.f) and Arcticcod (BnreogaJussaidu ) represented onlyaround
I kg/lOW of the total catch of the assemblage each year.
3.1 .3 M AIN ASSEMBLAGE
3.1.3.1 Description and Environmental conditions
The Main Assemblage was the principal assemblage in respect to the extent of
area occu pied and the number of stations sampled each year (F ig. 3-8) . From 1978 to
1986, the assemblage was located at latitudes between 53°30'N and 49°30'N and
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longitudes from 54ow to 50030'W.
Beginning in 1987 end continuing
thereafter its extent shrank to occupy 55
longitudes only between 53°24'W and
SooW. At the same lime. there began to
appear areas within this assemblage that 53
had characteristics of the Coastal
Assemblage (see below). These "holes"
were localized at longitudes from 5 1" to
53"W and latitudes between 52" and so
52°30' N, 50°30' and 51030'N and
49"30' and SooN. The result was that
the Main Assemblage came to cover a
smaller area, :~~~:e1-~~ theC:~S~S:~b~~C,S~~~~~
There was a mean of t08 1991.
(50=20) stations per year within the
MainAssemblage, with the minimum of 67 stationsoccurring in 1978 and a maximum
of 134inboth 1982and 1984. Theshallowest mean depthof the stations thatbelong 10
the Main Assemblage was 287 m in 1978 and the deepest was 382 metres in 1990 For
individual stations, the shallowest was in 1978 (191 m) and the deepest sampled was 863
m in 1990. The greatest dep th range was in 1990 (222-863m. 84 stations) and the least
was found in 1978 (202-400m, 67 stations).
The mean bottom temperature ranged from 1.75°C in 1985 to 3.11 °C in 1980,
with the greatest scope in 1983 (0.9-5.8°C) . There was a general decrease in mean
bottom temperature from 1978 to 1985 from 3. 1°C to 1.75 °C and then a gradual
increase 10 3.09 "C in 1991. Mean surface temperature ranged from O°C in 1991 10
3.11 "C in 1980, with a slightly increasing trend from 1978 (2. 19°C) to 1980 (3.11°C) .
From 1980 on there was a general decrease with some ups and downs to end up at O°C
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in 1991 due to the freezing conditions. The highest surface temperature ranges were
found in 1979. 1980 and 19S2 with ranges of 7.4, 7.0 and 6.0·C respectively; for
individual stations. 7.rc ( 980) was the wannest encountered in this area in all yean
while ·l.O·C was the coldest and recorded in 1979.
3.1.3.1 Biomass a nd Spedes Com position
The Main Assemblage. by its characteristic speciescomposition as well 35 by its
meandepth of the stations. resembled very much the NES Deep Assemblagedescribed
by Gomes (1993)for theGrandBanksof Newfoundland. This appreciation wasobvious
because the Main Assemblage could be described as a prolongation to the north of
Gomes' assemblage (fishdo not knowabout the NAFO areas!) withslight differences in
the relative abundance of certain species. The Main Assemblage was limitedto the east
by the Deep Assemblage whose border seemed to mark the approximate limits of
distribution of Atlantic cod , American plaice and witch Rounder. Deepwater redfish
increased in relative importance when moving from the Main to the Deep Assemblage
to the east . TheMain Assemblagewas limited bythe N orth Assemblage to thenorth and
nonhwest and by the Coastal Assemblage to the west.
Atlantic cod was the most abundant species in the Main Assemblage (Fig. 3-9)
with a mean CPUE of 140 kg/tow over all years. There seemed to be a general
decreasing trend from 1978 (100 kg/tow) to 1988 (50 kg/tow)but in 1986 there is some
recovery (l 70 kg/towlthat continues in 1989. 1990 and 1991 0 60 kg/tow). AI the
beginningof the study series. this species represented about 35 % in weight of the total
catch but by the last years it had become most of the catch (78% in 1991). This fact
probably resultedfrom thedisappearanceof manyless abundant species, especially from
certain areas as was mentioned earlier (sec. 3. 1).
Deepwater redfish in the Main Assemblage exhibiteda very high CPUEbetween
1978 and 1981 with a mean of about 425 kg/tow. The value dropped to 125 kg/tow
between 1982 and 1988 and ended up at only 10 kg/tow from 1989 to 1991. Deepwater
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Figure 3-9. Survey catch rates for dominant (and commercial) species in the Main
Assemblage.
redfish represented on averageabout 30% in weight of the total catch over all years, with
exceptions in 1983 (60%) and 1988 (45 %) which were in keeping with the interannual
variability characteristic of this species. Greenlandhalibut CPUE showedan increasing
trend from 1978 when 20 kg/tow were taken to 1986 with 75 kg/tow. From 1987,
however, the species started to decline in abundance to reach an average of 15 kg/tow
during the rest of the period of study. Greenland halibut represented about 15% in
weight of the total catch over the years. Golden rcdfish exhibited an abundance of 50
kg/tow in 1980 and 30 kg/tow in 1983, but from 1984 on declined sharply to 5 kg/tow
(it should be emphasized that the identification of this species may not be very
satisfactory due to its similarity with the Deepwater rcdfish; in some cases this difficulty
3'
results in both species beingclassified under the generic -Redfish spp.-) .
American plaice and witch flounder were species thai displayed a very similar
behaviour throughout all yearsin this assemblage(Fig. 3-10). Bolh species were present
in the samples with a CPUE around 20 kg/tow in 1918(21 and 17 kg/tow respectively),
both mowed a declining trend until 1991 where they only were caught in values of 5 and
2 kg/tow, and both represented a mean of 7" in weight of the total catch by year.
Broadhead wolffish shows the same decline as these Iwo species; it had a CPUE of 14
kg/lOWin 1978 while in 1991 its presence was barely 2 kg/tow. This species comprised
5% of the total weight in the Main Assemblage over the years of study.
Less abundant species - Main Assemblage
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Figure 3-10. Survey catch rates for less abundant (usually non-comrnerctal) species in
the Main Assemblage.
Figure J·11. Composite of all statio ns
assigned to the Coastal Assemblage, 1978-
1991.
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Thorny skate and rougbbeadgrenadier were present ata lower order of magnitude
(Fig. 3-10), representing only around5 kg/lOW in 1978 and decreasing to 2 kg/tow in the
former and10 I kg/tow in the latter. These species comprisedonly 2%of the weight of
the total catch over the years. Other speciesthat appeared invery lowabundance were
striped wolffish , Arctic eelpout, spotted wolffish and Arctic cod in descending order of
abundance.
3.1.4 COASTAL ASSEMBLAGE
3.1.4. 1 Descr-lptien a nd Environmenla l conditions
The Coastal Assemblage had its eastern border with the North Assemblagein the
north and the Main Assemblage ill the south (F ig. 3-11). It had the lowest species
diversity of any assemblage. and seemed
to be associated with the inshore colde r
branch of the Labrador current. The
Coasta l Assemblage did not appear
conspicuously every year , for example as
in 1979 , but in other years it occupies an
area even large r than that of the Main
Assemblage itself, for example as in
1984. The prim ary d ifference between
this assemb lage and the Main
Assemblage, apart from Ihe low
abundance and diversity, was the absence
of all the wolffishes (Broadhead, spotted
and stri ped). The Coastal Assemblage
covered an elon gate area along the coast
in NAFO Divisions 21 and 3K between
latitudes 49°30 ' N 10 55 °30'N du ring all 14 years of the study; from 1978 to 1986 it fell
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011 avenge betWttfllo ngiludes53"3Q'W to 57"3Q'W, but from 198710 1991 it extended
its stations to the east 10 longitudes ranging from S2"30'W 1057"30'W and occupying
thr "holes" left by the shrinking of theMain Assemblage; in 1991there were even some
Coastal Assemblage stations at SI "W.
The number of stations in the Coastal Assemblage was t enerally lower than
average until 1984 bUI from 1985 the number increases rapidly; there were only four
stations in 1978 but there were 133 in 1991, with a mean of 53 (50 =36) stations per
lear. This was the shallowest assemblage with mean yearly dePths between 178 m and
274 m; for an individual station the shallowest value was in 1989 at 103 m and the
deepest was in 1991 at 494 m. The greatest depth range was in 1990 (116-485 m) and
the least in 1979 (148·240 m).
The mean bottomtemperature for the Coastal Assemblage ranged from -O.85"C
in 1984 to 1.3°C in 1991 with individual station extremes of -1.9°C in 1984 and 4.1°C
in 1991. This last year also had the greatest range of individual bottom temperatures
wilh values between ..0.7 and 4.1°C. The mean surface temperatureranged from O°C
in 1978. 1984 and 1991 to 1.4°C in 1981. The warmest temperature recorded was
3.9·C in 1989 and the coolest was _1.2°C measured in 1984; the greatest range was
found in 1989with surface temperatures between -0.4 and 3.9· C.
3.1.4.2 Biomass and Spectes Composilion
Greenland halibut. Atlantic cod and American plaice wert the maincomponents
of the Coastal Assemblage (Fig. 3·12). The first species showed a mean CPUE of 50
kgltow except in 1978 when a CPUE of 125 kgltow was recorded. The Greenland
halibut CPUE declined 10 10 kg/lOWin 1984 and increased slightly from 1985 until 1991
where a mean of 15 kg/ tow occurred; its percentage by weight stayed mostly around
20% with several years of higher catch in 1978 (57%), 1980 (45%) and 1990 (65%).
Atlantic cod was another important species in this assemblage. It had an
increasing trend in catch rate from40 kg/tow taken in 197810about 95 kg/tow in 1985
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Figure 3-12. Survey ca tch rates for do minant (and commercial) species in the Coastal
Assemblage.
and 1986. The reafte r it decreased to only 5 kg/tow in 1990 and recovered slightly in
1991 to 25 kg/ to w; in spite of these changes, cod consistently represented around the
50% in weight of thespecies that make up the Coastal Assemblage. Americanplaicehad
a CPUB average of 40 kg/tow until 1985. but in 1986 this value was reduced
significantlyto 10 kg/tow and after 1987 only 4 kg/lOWwere taken as a mean per year.
Plaice represented around 20% in weight until 1986, and from thai year onward only
10% of the total catch per year was comprised by this species.
Thorny skate , Arctic eelpout, witch flounder and Arctic cod were minor species
always present in the Coasta l Assemblage but in very low ab undance (Fig. 3-13). They
all showed values of CP UE less than 3 kg/tow and represented no more than I % in
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Figure 3·13. Survey catch rates for lessabundant (and non-commercial) species in the
Coastal Assemblage.
weight of the total species catch in any year.
3.2 Oceanogra phy a nd Assemblages
The Northeast Newfoundland Shelf is one of the three major parts of
Newfoundland' s cont inental shelf, and is the widest continental shelf outside of the
Arctic. It is about 300 km wide and 1500 km long , with an average depth of about
200m. Many of its numerous inshore embayments are deeper than 200m. The offshore
part of the shelf presents several banks of about 300m with the basins reaching 500m in
some areas (Helbig et al. . 1992). The shelf is wider and shallower to the South where
it forms the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and is narrower and more complex towards
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the North where it constitutes the labrador Shelf.
The Labrador Current (Fig. 3·] 4)
dominates the Northeast Newfoundland
and Labrador Shelf; it is the presence of
this maier current that gives the shelf its
polar characteristics, with temperatures
below zero and salinities around 34·35 ...·~~ril- --T~::;:!:o---j
ppt. It is composed o f three . different
water types that meet near the northern
lip of Labrador, i.e. Arctic water that
comes through the Hudson Strait, Arctic
water from Baffin Bay and a fraction of
water from the West Greenland Current,
Two distinct branches of the Labrador
current are found on the Labrador Shelf:
the offshore branch flows parallel to a
polar front that extends along the length
of the shelf and is trapped on the ~:ui~ :;I~~~nTt~et~b~~;:o;~~~~~ =:;:~
continental slope and gelling stronger
over the 6OOm-800misobaihs (speedof 80 cm/s) and the inshore branchwhich is weaker
(e.g. surfacespeedof IOcm/s) and it is evident in theupward sloping isohalinesover the
shelf Il.azler, 1982;Helbig et al. , 1992).
Whenthe Labrador Currenl reaches the Northeast Newfoundland shelf, most of
the offshore branch remains bathymetricallytrapped over the continentalslopeflowing
on to the south around the Grand Banks to tum west to the north of the Gulf Stream
system; theother branch remains inshore, partof it going through the Straitof Belle Isle
(Petrie andAnderson, 1983) and intensifiesuntil reaching the Avalon Channelandfinally
rounding the southern coast of Newfoundland (Helbig et al. , 1992).
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Themain offshore branch of the Labrador Current carries the greatest volume of
water. ltls relativelywarm and saline(temperature of 3 to 4"Cand salinity around 34 .9
ppt). It seems to be associated with the DeepAssemblage andcon tributes to the q uite
stable bottom temperature s observedthere.
TheMain Assemblage alsoseems 10be associated with the Labrador Current
main branch. Bottomtemperaturesof this assemblageare abovezero though lower than
found in the Deep Assemblage, probably due to the presence of the polar front.
Theinshore cold andfresher branch of the Labrado r Current (temperatures of _I 0
to 2"e andsalinityor 32 .S to 33.5 ppt) can be related to the Coasta l Assemblagewhich
shows a low d iversity of species: the possible c hanges in the extension of the inner
branch during thecold yearsof the SO's may accoun t for the expans ionto the eastof the
Coastal Assemblage. The increasing presence of species quite tolera nt to low
tempe ratures, suchas Arcticcod (Lillyet at., 1994) or Arctic eelpout (Fig. 3~13) . in this
assemblage may reflect this expansion.
The Nor th Assemblage exhibits a mix of waters with characteristics of both
branches of the Labrador Current . This is probably thecase becauseit occupies the area
of the DeepAssemblage to the northand certain areas inshore to the south which run
parallel to the inner branch of the Labrador Current ; nevertheless, the bottom
temperature associated with this assemblage was mainly positive indicating a greater
affinity to the o ffshoreb ranch. T he North Assemb lage did not extend southwardsin the
last yea rs of study, a situation whichmay alsobe due 10 the inshore branch expansion
across the shelf.
CHAYfER 4. TEMPORAL CHANGE OF FIS II ASSEMBLAGES
4.1 MeanSlt uallon
During the tirst 9 years of study, thefour assemblages were found in recurrent
areaswithslig ht differences from year to year pres umably due to the inherent variability
or the ecosyste m; nere rore. a ge neralsituationca n bepresentedwherein the geojlraphic
position of the groups of stations that represent eacho f the fish assemblages of the
Newfoundland andLabrador shel f isplottedusing thedata fromthoseyears ( 1978-1986)
as representative of the most typ ical situ ation (F ig . 4·1). Persisten ce over timeof th is
sorthas beenfo undby studes of fishassemblagesin differenl oceans (Colvocoressesa nd
Musick . 19&4; Tyleret a l., 1982; Oserholu and T yler. 19 85; Mahon and Smith, 198 9;
Rogen andPiki tcb, 1992).
Slarting in 1987 . however. a mean picture can no longer be described for
Newfoundland andLabrador. a sinaro n which cou ld be ca used. probably . by a loss of
global stability in the system; in these la st five years the system seems to be changing
towards a differentalternative stability (Walten and Holling . 1990). Since the slability
ofa community depends on the environment in which it ex tss as well aso n individual
densities andspec iescomposition, the spatial varia tioninthe fishassemblage areasco uld
be relat ed 10 physical as well as population parameters that may have changed
significanl1y in the period beginning in 1987.
4.2 first Period: 1978·1 986
Despite the fact thai a mean situationhas been described. anomalie s appear in
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Figure 4-1. Approximate areas occupied by the four fish faunal assemblages on the
N ewfound land-LabradorShe lf: Coastal, North, Main. and De ep.
the spatia l distribution as well as the depth a nd tempera ture ran ges for each assemb lage
on a year-to-year base. The map figures show in different colours the stations that
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belong to each assemblage; noattempthasbeenmade 10 draw any contours. Thesemaps
should be compared 10 the mean situation (Fig. 4-1 ) where contours were drawn mo re
to set up limits than 10characterize any specific yean ' distributionof theassemblages.
Yellow dots rep resent sta tions tha t belong to the so-called Deep Assemblage , red are
Main stations, NorthAiSemblageis representedby blackdots andoran ge is used for the
Coastal stations; the dot is placed in the exact latit ude and longitude of the station
sampled. The different bl ue tones of the backgroun d represen t the bathyme try of the
area rang ing from white (O-I oom) to light blue (200 m) and increasingly darker blue unt il
> 800m . The ba se map c o vers la ti tudes (4S "N to 55 °SO'N) and long itudes fro m49° W
to S9"W including therefore NAFO areas 2J and 3K in their entirety .
Autumn 1978
Thisyear ' s cruise contains the lowest number of statio ns. especiallyfor the Deep
and Coasta l Asse mblages (GIS map of 1978). It presents in gene ral an average
diwibution pattern though thedepth of the naions thatco mprise the Main group are
somewhat shallower (392 m was the deepest station sampled in this group) than normal;
even50 it showed thegene ral trend because thedeepest station measured in the whole
areawas ooly400 mdeep. Witch flounderappears in the Deepgroup (hisyear with S
leg/tow taken, probably d ue to samp!in.. .iy shallower stations. The CPUE of
Greenland Halibut in thcCoa stalAssemblage hu a value much greater thanthe meanfor
all the years and wa s the only occas ion when over 100 kgof th is spec ies were caughtin
thisgroup (115kg /tow), SPOiledand Striped wolffi sh appear at ahigher CPUE thanany
otheryea r inthe Maingroup; thesameoccurs for the latter in the No rth Assemblage and
for Roughheadgrenadier in the Deep group. Arctic cod show s itshigher abundance in
the Maingroupin 1978100 . Colder Ihan average surface temperature were found in the
Northand Coastal Assemblages.
Autumn 1979
Stauons with thech aracteristics of the North groupappeared very far souththis
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year, reachinglatitudesof 50 "30'N. The MainAssemblageextends slightlynorthwards
appearing north of Hawke Saddle and occupying the area normally belonging to the
North Assemblage. Somevery deepstationsweremeasuredwithin the DeepAssemblage
reaching 1334m to theeast of theslopebreak. Mainand North groupsexhibitedvery
low values forAtlanticcod. No Arcticcod werefound in the Coastal Assemblage. The
highest CPUE for Roundnosc grenadier in the Deep group over all years occurred in
1979 (72 kg/tow).
Aulumn 1980
There is certain intrusion of the Deep Assemblageinto the area of the North
Assemblage along Cartwrig ht Saddle with Ihe result that the mean boucm te mperature
is unusually lowin the Deepgroup. The NorthAssemblage extends southwards reaching
the southern pari of the Funk Island Deep. The other assemblages remained as in the
mean situation. Goldenredfish shows its peak in the Main Assemblageduring this year
reaching nearly 60 kg/tow; the same occurs for Roughhead grenadier in the Nonh
Assemblagebut in muchlower abundance, Arctic eetpout disappears this year from the
assemblages whereas Broadhead wolffish reaches a maximumCPUE for all years in the
Deep group; the same applies to Thorny skate in the North group. Marlin spike, a
component in low abundance in the Deep groupappears moreabundant in 1980 lllanin
the rest or the years,
Autumn 1981
The Coastal Assemblageappeared mainly to the south in NAFO area 3K with
only 2 stations in 2J, The Nonh group invaded the Coastal Assemblage area in 2J,
Thorny skateandAmericanplaice increased to theirpeakabundancein theCoastalgroup
this year and maintained this abundance through 1982, In 1981, the highestCPUB for
Deepwater foolish was found. with 430 kg/lOW being caught in the Deep group.
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Aulum n 1982
Northstations kttp intnidingintoareasmorenormallyCoastal . especia11yaround
latitude 53-30'N. The rest of the situation is equivalent 10 lhe mean. Co lder tIw\
average bottom temperature occurred for the Coastal and NorthAsse mblages . This is
a cold surface temperatureyear for lhe Main Assemblage but is warmer than usualfor
theNonh. Highestvaluesof abundanceof American place. Broadhead wolffish, Spotted
wolffis h and Arc tic eelpout in the North group over all yean occur in 1982.
Autumn 1983
In contrast to 1982, it is the Coasta l Assemblage that starts invading the Nort h
group area, especially on the western part of Hamilton Bank. The North A ssemblage
elongates soothwards reachingaga in latitudes of So oN, similar to the situation in the fall
of 1979 . Bottom temperatures were even colderfor the Coastaland North Assemblages.
bUI were the warmest encountered sofar for the Deep Assemblage. Greenland halibut
abundance diminished greatly to less than half that found previously in the Coastal
Assemblage. Anolher ~trong peak of abundanceoccurs in Deepwater redfish with) 40
kg/towcaught in the: Main group, largely the resultof two very large catches at 286 m
(11,050 kg)and 344m ( I1,948 kg) . Striped wolffish reaches its maximumCP UEin the
North group in 1983.
Aulumn 1984
St. Anthony Basin and Hamilton Bank, areas that formerly had stations
characteristic of the North and Main Assemblagesare being taken o ver by the Coastal
Assemblage. The North and Coastal Assemblages continued to have very low mean
bottom temperatures and the Deep Assemblage appears cooler too. The surface
temperature has decreased in all the groups. This year Atlantic cod showsthe maximum
CPUE over all years in the Coastal Assemblage and Thorny ska te in the Main;
furthermore, Greenland halibul in the North nearly recovers to its maximum of 12:S
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kg/lOWthat was found in 1978 in the Coastal group. Inthe Main gro up, Witch flounder
reache s its maximum CPUE and the less abundant Blue hake does th e same in the Dee p
group.
Aulumn 1985
TheDeep Assemblagetakes over HawkeSaddlereachingas far westas 53°30'W
andcoveringan areausually occupiedby species typically belonging to theMaingroup.
The Main group also gets invaded from the north by the North group whic h appears
south of Hawke Saddle while stations that belong to the Coastal group increase in
Hamilto n Bank. Temperatures in the Coastal Assemblage co ntinue to cool o ff whereas
in the others a normal average tem peratu re occurs. Atlantic cod and American plaice
showa lowerabundancethan in previous years (except 1979) in the No rthgro up. Arctic
codshows maximum CPUE peaks in the Northand Coastal Assemblages this year as
compared with an other years. Roughhead grenadier abundance de creases this year
relative to theprevious situation in the Deep and North Assemblages.
Autumn 1986
This year shows a situation very similar to the mean, although very few Deep
. stations were surveyed. There were more stationssampled than in 1978 but the picture
in regard to the spatial distribution of assemblages is very similar. This year exhibits
very cold surface temperatures in all the assemblages. There wasa sudden increaseof
Roughhead grenadier relative to previous years (except 1978). Black dogfish, a low
abundance species in the Deep group, reac hes its maximum value this year. Striped
wolffish features the lowest abundance as compared to previous years in the North and
Main Assemblages while Spoiled wolffish shows the highest abunda nce in the Deep
g roup. The North Assemblage pr esents the highest catch of Atlantic cod in all the
assemblages over all years with350 kg/lOWtakenin 1986, a great increa se from previous
years. In the Main group, tile sa me occurs for this species but at a lower scaleof
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abundance. The Deep and Main Assemblages displayed the grea test abundance o f
Greenlan d halibut over a ll years.
4.3 Second Period: 1987-1991
Colour maps were also made for the five years comprising this period.and
should be interpretedin the sameway. Now, however,comparisons withthe mean are
senseless because the spatial variab ilityis enormous andit seems tohave certain inherent
dynamic behaviour towards increased instability. The observed anomaliesare theresult
of three major shifls. name ly that the North Assemblage is m oving so uthwards as it did
sporadicallyduring thefir st period and in somecases 10 theea st aswell, theMaingroup
is moving deeper taking o ver certai n areas occupied previous ly bythe Deep group, and
the Coastal group is invad ing the M ainand the North group a reas 10 the east. The latte r
produce s what J have ca lled "ho les", i.e . areas that in th e mean s ituatio n spatially
belonged to an assemblage but that were taken ove r by anothe r oned ue to a change in
species composition and ab undance in the stations sampled in the area. This dynamic
p icture will be described o n a year-by-yearbasis in order to trace it s realiza tion most
clearly .
Autumn 1987
The Coastal group spreads east to the south of Funk Island D eep an d thereby
starts to produce a hole. Stations with Main composition and abundance of species
ap pear north of Hawke Sad dle between the Deep a rea and the 200 m isobath on the
La brador shelf. The Coastal grou p takes o ver the Hamillon Rank a rea and south o f
H awke S addle, th e North A ssembla g e occupies anarea usually representat ive o f the Main
group. T he Coasta l botto m tempe ra ture gets cooler as does the surfa ce temperat ureo f
th e Main , North and Deep Assemblages. Blu e flake abundance starts to decrease in the
Deep gro up; the same hap pens 10 G reenland halibut that dimin ishes to nearly half of its
a bundanc e in 1986 in the Dee p and Main Ass emblages. All the assemb lages tha t include
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Broadhead wolffish in their compositioned ;ibill sharp decrease in abundance of this
species in 1987with respect to previous years . Atlantic codcontinues a d ecreas ing trend
w ith respect to the previous yearin the Nort h andMai n Assemblages due to the sudden
inc reasein abundancefound in 1986 . Americanplaice. SpottedwoIffish andDeepwater
redftsh have lhesame redU(: tion inabundance wilhrespect to previous years in the North
and Deep groups. Stripedwol ffishdeclinein the Main andNorth groups; Arctic codand
Arctic eelpost do thesame in theCoastaland NOM Assemblages. Roundnosegrenadier
has its lowest abundanee ove r all yea rs of study in 1987; no Go lden redfi sh were caught
th is year.
Autumn 1988
The Main groupis not somuch eistri buted to thenorth, butdoes keep invading
areas usually occupied by Deep stations. 1be North Assemblage not only moves
southwards but starts 10spread towards the east laking over a Main area to the WI of
Fu nk Islan d Deep:meanwhile the Coastal Assem blage is progressing slo wly towards the
east even in southern areas such as Funk Is land Bank. Bottom tem pe ratures in the
Coastaland Northgrcopsare warmer thanave rage whereas in the other two assemblages
the mean surface temperatures arequite cold. Arctic cod increases sharply in the Coastal
gro up this year. Some recovery of A merican plaice is observed in the No rth group this
yea r, and this persists also into 1989. A substant ial recovery of Atlantic cod in the North
Assemblage was fo und this year thoug h this species co ntinued 10 decline in lhe Coastal
and Main groups . Broadhead W{llflis h increases slightly in the Deepand North g roups.
Autumn 19 89
The Coastal group keep s inva d ing Ma in areas 10 the ea st especia lly arou nd 51.
Anthony Basin in this year. Th e same trend is found wit h the North statio ns wh ich are
eve n south o f Funk Island Deep as we ll as the Main Assemblage laking ove r areas
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spatially characteristicof the Deep group as in 1988 but now progressing towards the
east. Mean surfacetemperatures in all the assemblages remain colder thanthe average
values in the yearsof the first period . Blue hake reaches its lowestlevelof abundance
in the Deep Assemblage over all years. In this year are also found the lowest abundance
values (or Greenland halibut in the Coastal and Deep Assemblages and for Broadhead
wolffish in the Deep Assemblage. No Thorny skate was caught in the Coastal
Assemblage and a significant increaseof Atlantic cod in the Main group was found.
Americanplaice hall the lowest CPUE value in the Coastal group ever encountered in
this study with on ly 2 kg/tow as a mean. Arctic cod abundance in 1989 was the highest
for the Coastal group, showing some recovery from the previous three years in Ihe
NIYth.
Autumn 1990
Very few stations classifiedwith Northgroup characteristicswere round in the
area north of Hawke Saddle whichwas normally occupiedby thatassemblage; stations
within the mean North zone are mainlyof Coastal composition showing only North
characteristics in the area between Hamilton Bankand the continental slope normally
occupiedat that latitude by the Deepgroup. Some scattering of Northstationsis found
towards the south in amongst the Main areas, with the latter invaded by the Coastal
group mainly at Belle Island Bank and Funk Island Bank. Quite cold mean surface
temperature for the Main group occurs thisyear. There is a sharpdeclineof Arcticcod
in the Coastal and North groups. The lowest value of abundance found for Striped
wolffish was foundin the Main area. Spottedwolffish and American plaicedecreasein
the Mainand North groupsand Atlanticcod does the samein the Coastal Assemblage.
Thorny skate recovers slightly in the Coastal group but decreases in the Main.
Greenlandhalibut recoversin abundancesomewhat in comparison to the preceding year
in the Deep and Coastal Assemblages but decreases in the North and Main groups.
Marlin spike and Blue hake increasein abundanceslightly in the DeepAssemblage.
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Aulumn1991
Stations with species composition and abundance characteristic of the Main
xssembage havepractically disappeared fromthe westernpartof theirmean distribution
area, andareconcentrated mainlytotheeast alongside theDeepAssemblageandinsome
caseslaking it over. Three areasremain thatdisplay the original compositionof the
mean MainAssemblage's spatial distribution. those being Funk Island Deep, Hawke
Saddle and the southern part of FunkIsland Deep. The Coastal group has takenover
Hamilton and Harrison Banks, formerly North Assemblage areas, witha few North
stations remainingstillto theeast of HamiltonBank and betweenthelatterandthe Deep
groupareaand scatteredon BelleIsland Bank wheretheyhave taken over Main group
areas. Asaconscquenceoflhesechanges, threedifferenl holescanbeseeninthespalial
distributionof the fishassemblages wheretheCoastal grouphastakenthe spatialareas
occupied by othergroups in thefirst periodof study. At HamiltonBank it invades the
Northgroupand at the south of Hawke Saddle and to the eastof Funk Island Deep on
FunkIsland Bank it takes over the Main Assemblage. Warmerthan averagevaluesare
foundfor bonomtemperature inthe Coastal. Mainand North Assemblages.
Marlin spike and Witch flounder havecontinuedto increasetheirabundance in
the Deep group though the former's CPUE scale is very low. Greenland halibut
decreases in all theassemblages showing its lowestever valuein the NorthAssemblage.
Thorny skate shows the least abundance in the Main group in 1991. and Broadhead
wolflishdoes ne samein the Main andNorth Assemblages. Cod CPUEdecreases to
practically1-CTOin the North group but maintains anaverageof 160kg/towin the Main
Assemblage. American plaice decreases to very low levels of abundance in those
assemblages whereit is a characteristic species andthe samehappens withDeepwater
redfish.Spoiled wolffish, Arctic cetpoot and Golden redfish. Roughhead grenadier
increases to the maximum value in the Deep groupsince 1979, but at the same time
displays its lowest values in the Main andNorthAssemblages. Rouodnose grenadier
recovers slightly from its low in 1987 to reach a value around the mean. Arctic cod
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increases its abundance sliglltly in the Coaslal and Northgroupand the samehappens to
the StripedwoIffi;h in theMain group.
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CHAPTER 5. SPATIALCHANGESOF FISHASSF~IBLAGES
S.l Perststence and Fidelity
Fourdifferent groundnsh assemblages that persisted over fourteenyearsWCTC
identified on the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador shelf usinga classification
analysis based on biomass data. Deepwater redfish and Greenlandhalibut were the
species found mainlyindeeperwaterswhileAtlanticcod, American plaice,Thorny skate
andWitchflounder werefoundat intermediate and shallow depths. Somespecies had
the limits of their distribution aligned with. assemblage contours: thus, Atlantic cod,
Witch.flounder, American plaiceandThorny skatedisappear as wemovefromIheMain
totheDeepAssemblage, therearenowclffisbes inthe CoastalAssemblage andthere are
no Deepwater redfish or Roughhead grenadier in IheNorthAssemblage.
Though diffcrcnl authors have found tbatassemblages similar 10 those reported
herewerehomogeneous lhroughoUl theirstudyperiod,theyhadnotstudied themduring
a periodof dramatic changes in species diversityand, especially, abundance. Fidelity
10 space,defined as the propertyof assemblages1'1 keepwithin certain geographic
boundaries,isevident onlyduringIhefirstnineyearsof the NortheastNewfoundlandand
labrador time series data. Assemblage contours are located virtually in the same
geographicpositions in eachof theseyears. Theanalysesfor the lastfiveyearsdisplay
highervariability in Ihe spatial distributionof someof the assemblages. These begin
somewhat earlier in theNorth insubarea 21,wheretheyarecoincident witha reduction
of someof the most important commercial species (Bishop et a]" 1993). TheMain
Assemblage movesEastand ccacemraesin smallareas by the slopebreak,and tile
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Coastal Assemblage takes over mostof the areas covered previously by theNorth and
Main Assemblages. During thistimeitmay be Iflat a combination ofanthropogenic and
environmental factors haveinfluenced thedistributions of fhegroundfish species studied .
Recentstudiesatpopulationlevelsalsoshowimportant spatialchanges in species biomass
in NAFOsubarea 3L, tile Grand Banks shelf whereGomes (1993)found persistentand
homogeneousassemblages. His investigations ended in 1987;it is likelythat be would
have found a displacement of the assemblages similar to those encountered on the
Northeast Newfoundland shelf if his analyseswererepeated today. Assemblagesthat
exhibitfidelityto spacemaybe characteristic or non-dlsurbed ecosystems.
An alternative perspective on the changes in most of thespatialdistributions of
the assemblages would be to regard the groupings of fish as comprised of those
remaining afteroverflshcg thearea. Sofar webaveconsidera dynamical perspective
where species andpopulationsare thought to move andtherebychangelocal abundance;
wemayalsotakea staticviewandregard changes in abundance as reflections mostly
of local depletions. If wethinkof theabundance of the commercial species composing
theassemblages, theCoastal Assemblage is theleast diversewiththesmallest biomass
followed by the Main andNorth which showan increase in both CPUEanddiversity.
The DeepAssemblage is themostdiverse although Atlanticcod, which is thecornerstone
of the fishery in the Northeast Newfoundland andlabradorshelf,is not present inany
numbers. Thus,there is an increase indiversity andCPUEas wego towardsthe East
and awayfromtheshore. SinceIhe concentrations of fisheventually endedup at tile
shelf-break, i.e. far to tile east,thereisa depletion of tishon theshelfwhich translates
intoanapparentadvance of theless diverse andlessabundant assemblages towards Ihe
East to takeever the areaspreviously occupied bythe morediverseassemblages. The
aboveexplanation doesnot apply so much 10 the DeepAssemblage becauseit occupies
deeper areas and therefore contains more characteristically deep-sea species. The
decreaseof the commercial species andsome non-commercial speciesin Ihe assemblages
canbedue mainly to twoanthropogenic factors: I) an increasein thefishing efficiency
SI
probably as a result of the better technology to detect fish, and a rise in the number of
middle-sized offshore vessels; and 2) an increasein fish catchability sinceconcentrations
make them a more vulnerable target to the fishermen once they a TC detected; this density
wilt increase thepossibility of a higher catch in a shorter timeandat relatively loweffort
thus depleting the stocks even more rapidly (Hutchings and Myers. 1994).
Anotherconsequenceof this staticview of the results is that certain commercial
species that are diminishing their size on the shelf as a whole (Morgan er ai., 1993) are
showing an increasing trend in their CPUE in some of the assemblages in spite of
decreasing the spatial areal extent of the assemblage. T his is again an ef fect of higher
density in certain areas since abundance data reveal a decl ine in the fish size and length
at age (Murphy and Bishop, 1993; Hutchings and Myers, 1994). This trend is not
limited to commercial species, but is apparent in non-commerctat species too; thus, older
fish have been removed leaving only aggregations of younger fish mostly in restricted
areas along the shelf-break, i.e. mainly to the East of the three major banks.
S.2 Possible Causes
Shifts in spatial distribution of the assemblages studied and sometimes a decline
in the biomass of the component species could have been due to overflshing.
Nonetheless, the fact that non-commercial species in the assemblages have declined too
may indicate an overall broadscate trend (Savvatimsky, 1987). Environmental changes
e.g . meteorological and oceanographic conditions (Baidalinov, 1989; Claireaux and Dutil,
1992; Narayanan et al. , 1993), variability in the distribution and availability of prey
(Bowering and Lilly, 1992; Li lly. 1987; Lilly et al. , 1994; Lilly, 1994), increase in
bycatch biomass (Albikovskaya, 1982), competition (Paz and Larrafieta, 1989), either
alone or in any combination of these conditions could account for the observed situation.
If that is the case, long-term perturbations in an ecosystem might be detected in the
spatial variation of assemblages, which can behave as indicators at a greater scale than
will single populations.
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During thedecade of the 70's, the 1970.72 period wasone of generally declining
surface temperature andsalinities. Thecooling trendpersisted until l91Sbut sea surface
temperatures returned to near-normal levels by 1978 (Stein, 1982; Trites, 1982)and. at
the same time, there are several repcru of commercial fish declining in NAFO subareas
2J3KL. There hasbeen a general cooling trend in the temperature of the water column
on the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador shelf starting in 1983 (Petrie et aI., 1992).
The last year of groundfish data analysis (1991) presented an extreme situation in both
the biotic (great distortion of the mean spatial distribution of the assemblages, Chapter
3) and abiotic variables; annual air temperature anomaly pattern showed very cold
conditionswith negative anomalies of over 2"C and there was early ice formationand
presence of many icebergs. This. together with strong northwesterly winds and cold air
temperatures throughout the winter, generated an icc duration two months longer than
normal at sites near the coast (Drinkwater er 011., 1992, Sigaev, 1993). Narayanan et al,
(1992) described bottom temperatures on the continental shelf as below normal in tile
1983-1985 period. improving slightly in 1986 and 1987 and cooling again from 1988 10
1991; thus, 1991 was the final result of the cooler conditions that had beenencountered
in 1983 and that persisted into 1992 (Drinkwater. 1993). Narayanan et OIL (1992) used
thedata fromanoceanographic mooringprogram lhat was establishedon Hamilton Bank
10 monitor the labrador Current. The temperature measured on Ihe bank indicated
below normal conditions from 1983 to 1986: the authors remark that they never
encountered similar variabilityat an offshore location. Moored instrumentmeasurements
taken in (he deep channels that separate Ihe other two major banks in 2J3K, l.e. Belle
Isle and Funk Island Banks, showed that the bottom temperature in these channels was
well above zero throughout the year but was cooler on the banks.
Regardingthe year-to-year variation in the spatial distributionof theassemblages,
it can be appreciated that, beginning approximatelyin 1983, there is an intrusion of lhe
Coastal Assemblage onto Hamilton Bank, an area occupied by the North Assemblage in
the preceding years (1978·1982). This intrusion persisted with certain variations over
S3
the followingyears, and from 1986 on therewasan increasing occupation of all the
majorbank areasby theCoastal Assemblage. Thus,BelleIsle Bankand FunkIsland
Bank arealmosttaken overby theCoastal Assemblage in 1991witha resulting decrease
of thebiomass of someof the veryimportant commercial species (Bishop andBaird,
1993) and the disappearance of somenon-commercial species suchas the wolffishes.
Whether thistakeover is dueto temperature variation isdifficult to answer with thedata
obtainedjust fromfall surveys (Anderson, 1993);temperature valuesmeasured at the
limewhenthe fish werecaught are not necessarily representative of the meanvalue in
Ihe station sampled.
In theautumn , thecold intermediate layer(elL) undergoes rapid warming and
there aresomeinshore stationswheretheCIL reaches to the bottom: Smithet aJ. (1991)
found interannual changes in the estimated abundance from surveys coincident, in a
number of cases, with changes in theproportion of the bottom watercomposed by the
Cll.. I didnot considerit appropriate to usedatafromStation27, a stationsituatednear
St. John'swhere datahasbeen recorded continuously for jO years,in thiscasebecause
the2J3Kshelf hasa very rugged topography and there is a great influence fromthe
offshore Labrador Currentalongtheshelfedgewhich induces oscillationsof the shelf
water/slopewaterfrontthere(Narayanan et at . 1992), The local variabilitythatresults
from thetopography and sochoscillations(Helbiget aI., 1992) would not beseen inany
smoothed generalization basedon Station 27 data,
Plots of the meanbonomtemperatures of the stations within eachassemblage
everyyear (Fig, 5·1) suggest a stableaverage temperature valuefor theDeepandMain
Assemblage, thetwowhichshowa higher mean CPUE. SincetheDeepAssemblage is
concentratedalongtheedgeof theslope, it hasverycharacteristicdeepwater species and
physical features. Values for the bottom temperature werefairlystablebetween J and
4°C for mostof thefourteenyears, The MainAssemblage is morecontroversial since
it hasgrownsmaller spatiallysince 1986butsomehow hasshowna higher concentration
of biomass. maintaining the CPUE but reducing the area covered, Average bottom
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fig ure 5-1. Mean bottom temperatures recordedat survey stations in each assemblage
areaby year.
temperature which fluctuates between 2 and3°e declinedin 1985but recovered its mean
value for the subsequentyears; the recovery was due mainly to Ihe fact thai most of the
stations belonging to ,toi, assemblageare situated towards the East from 1986onwards
and the eastern part of the shelf exhibits generallywarmer temperatures. On the other
hand, the North and Coastal Assemblages show lower temperatures and both seem to
have gone through three different stages during the fourteen-year study period; as
mentioned before, meteorological and oceanographical condit ions have produced an
increase of ice extent, icebergs and below normal temperatures which have affected
ss
mostly the areas covered by the North and Coastal Assemblages. From 1978 until 1981,
quite stable average bouom temperatures were measuredbUIstarting in 1981 and until
1984lhere wasa sharp decrease that reachedO·C in the North Assemblage and ·loC in
the Coastalone; between 1984 and 1l1;)1 there seems 10 have been a general increasing
temperature trend to reach values similar to those found in the first four years analyzed
(except for 1987 and 1989 which were cooler).
If higher CPUE values are found in areas with quite stable temperatures, it could
be possible that groundfish avoid areas with higher variation of bottom temperature on
the one hand, and look for warmer ones I' the other hand. Jobling (1988) in a study
concerning growth of cod under farmed conditions mentions ". . . within the thermal
tolerance zone, fish, if given a choice, will elect to spend most time within water of a
certain temperature and these preferred temperatures are dependent upon acclimation
temperature . . ." . He also found that for cod the preferred temperature rangecoincides
with the range of temperature within which most of their physiological processes are
maximised. Sincecod are the main component speciesof some of the assemblages(SO%
in the North Assemblage and 3S~ in the Main), the assemblageshifts may simply reflect
cod behaviour which should, by Jobling's (198[.) argument, vrowa tendency to shift to
beuer conditions when mereare sudden fluctuationsin the temperature regime.
Anthropogenic rectors may be affecting ee groundfish distribution on the shelf
at different life stages of the fish (Allen and McGlade, 1986: Anderson and Dalley,
1993). Middle-sized trawlers have increased the number of hours of trawling, especially
from 1986 on, by about 20,000 hours in 2J3KL and the size of the cod fish being taken
has decreased enormously; Hutchings and Myers (1994) found that the percentage of
older components of the cod fishery decreased from 1962 to 1993, with the individuals
9 years old comprising only I% of the total catch in 1993 in comparison to 2.5 % in
1962. Several books and papers (Cushingand Harden Jones, 1968: Clark, 1974: Pitcher,
1993) report fish grouping behaviour for different reasons (e.g. spawning, food or
protection), but Ihis has been found mainly in pelagic fish; groundfish groupinghas only
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been reported for spawningcodand post-spawningschools of cod migrating inshore on
the 2J3KL shelf duringSpring/Summer(Rose, 1993). If overexploitation is decimating
the groundfish populations on the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador shelf. higher
density grouping might be a reaction to ensure survival when there is a risk of intense
predation. Fish startedshowing thallendency 10 form aggregations in 1986 on certain
areasof the shelf and endedup in the last year of study being concentratedin groups
along the shelf break. Since fishing intensified tremendously in the mid-80's. this
behaviour maybe analternative stateof self-regulation when the population is threatened;
that is, a compensatory capacity 10 overcomeexploitation. The characteristically high
levels of recruitment variability in marinepopulationscan easily obscure any evidence
of underlying regulatory processes (Fogarty et aI., 1991); thus, no evidence of such
actions has been reported for groundfish so far since the strategy of most groundfish
migrating offshore in the fall remains unknown.
Someof the lessabundant specieswithin theassemblagesshoweda declineearlier
than the dominant commercial species. The !alter are long-lived species that are
dominanton the shelfand have for centuriessurvivedtheextreme conditionsthat appear
stochasliclyas a result of natural environmentalvariability; therefore, they should be well
adapted to adverse circumstances and their populationsshould normallyexhibitnaturally
a certain stability. Only if the unfavourable conditionsare very extreme and persistent
over time will they be unable to recover and will decline. A few years will be needed
to perceive the decline in the species but by then it may be too late to stop fishingand
let the speciesrecover (Waltersand Holling, 1990). Rare butalwayspresent species are
more likely to reactearlier10changes. and willdecreasesooner due to their low biomass
and the fact that they probably occupy a somewhatnarrower niche in the ecosystem;
thus, they could act as early indicators of anomalies occurring on the shelf that the
commercial species would not show until some later time. An example can be found
with wolffishwhosedecrease in abundancestarted in 1982, well before the cod decline.
We can also expectthat thesespecies will showa recovery aheadof the commercial ones
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since it will take them less lime 10 reach their mean biomass levels maintaining stability
at lower abundance.
5.3 Final Comments and Futu re Work
Mostof the results concerningassemblages foundon the Northeast Newfoundland
and Labrador shelf are driven by a cornerstone species. Atlantic cod, which is themain
commercial target species in the fisheries . Since 1986, shifts in cod distribution have
produced spatial variability in the distribut ion of three of the four assemblages. At the
same time, big decreases in biomass have affected the other commercial species thereby
increasing the overall apparent effect. Bottom temperature changes do not seem to have
been extreme enough to affect older individuals, although sudden variations may have
affected spawning and therefore number of recruits. At the same time, the removal of
the older individuals has decreased the number of potential spawners {Hutchings and
Myers, 1994).
Some environmental variables other than temperature have been tested to account
for the declining biomass on the Northeast Newfoundland and Labrador shelf ; summer
salinity was found to be strongly co rrelated with cod recrui tment, although the
mechanism remains unknown (Myers et al. . 1992); de Young and Rose (1993) suggested
it was necessary ". .. to reassess the interactions between stock spatial dynamics and
distributions, recruitment, abundance and environmental fluctuations as an alternative
model of recent stock fluctuations . .. ". Myers er al. (1993) explore d the relation of cod
spawning time to physical and biologica l cycles and found that spawning time decreased
as latitude increased. T hough many hypotheses concerning possible cha nges of the
environment and its possible influence on groundfish distribution are being tested, none
of them have given conclusive results to account for the drama tic changes in fish
abundance and distribution on the shelf . Changing of weather as a whole should betaken
into accou nt as Aebischer et al. (1990) found parallel long-term trends across for marine
trophic levels and weather during a 30 yea r-period.
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The assemblagescaleapproach has proven useful to find biologically tractable
areas that could be amenable to management at a scale below that of the whole shelf;
species showing certain variations at a bigger scale may behave differently at a smaller
scale where Ihey display trends that a mean (or the shelf or for subareas on the shelf
would not show. This munispeclesapproachprovides a spatial distribution vision that
allows the mappingof the shelf and the identification of "hot spots" for species variation.
The mean distributions of the groundfish assemblages arc aligned with the bottom
topography and reveal certainenvironmentalgradients; further studiesat the assemblage
scale may show vital zones for fish species population dynamics such as nursery or
spawning areas that should be managed cautiously and on a relatively fine scale.
Having detected spatial variation in the assemblages. the next step will be to
attempt a higher resolution defining fixed areas on the shelf where there has been a shift
noticed at the assemblage level. That will allow us to observe possible temporal
variations in the biomass of species present and to make finer-scaled comparisons both
North-South and East-West. Work of this sort could continue based on the data
developed in this thesis. Both the assemblage approach and the area approach would
provide a great deal of information on spatial changes in biomass and in temporal
assemblage shifts that could be used to map the spatial density patterns of the main
commercial and non-commercial species for proper management and stock rebuilding
programs (Walters, 1994).
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APPENDIX!
I include in thi s appendix the values for total Autumn species biomass and
abundance per assemblage (Coastal, Deep, Main and No rth) and year (1978-1991)that
were used in the multispccicsanlysis. The species arc classified by number (taxonomic
order) according to the Department of Fisheri es and Oceans code (Ak enhead and
leGrow , 1981). Two lists with thecode number and the common and scientific name
of eac h species are supp lied at the beginning; the first di splays the species used in the
analysis whereas thesecondshows species that appeared in thetrawls bUI werenot used
for sev eral reasons stated in the methodology . Abundance is repo rted in numbers and
biomass in ki lograms.
I include in this appendix the values for total Autumn species biomass and
abundanceper assemblage (Coastal. Deep, Main and Nor th) and year (19 78· 1991) for
all species that were taken in the surveys. The species are classified by number
(taxonomicorder) accord ing10the Departmento f Fisheries andOceans code (Akenhead
andleGrow, 19811: abundance is reported innumbersand biomass in kilograms. A list
with the eode number and the common name is supplied at the beginning for those
species that were used in themuhlspecics analyses.
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LIST OF S PECIES USED IN TilE ANALYSI~ ORDE RED BY CODE (DFO)
Co mmon na me Cod e
Dogfish, Black 27
Ska te, Thomy 90
Ska te, Smooth 91
Skate , Spinytail 102
Cape lin 187
Eel , Longnose 37 3
Tap irfish, Large Scale 386
Hake, Blue 4 32
Cod , Atlantic 43 8
Cod, Greenland 439
Cod , Arctic 451
Grenadier, Roughhead 474
Marlin Spike, Common 478
Grenadier, Roundnose 4 8 1
Grenadier, Roughnose 48 3
WOlffish, Broadhead 69 9
Wol fflsh, Str iped 700
Wolffisll, Spoiled 70 1
Bclpcut , Esmarck's 727
Eclpout, Arctic 729
Eclpout, va hl 's 730
Redfish, Golden 793
Redfish, Deep Water 794
Sea raven 809
Sculpin, Arctic Hookear 810
Sculpin, Moustache 8 14
Sculpin,Shorthorn 8 19
Sculpin, Arctic Deepsea 829
Alligatorfish. Northern 836
Lumpish, Spi ny 844
Lumpfish, Common 849
Plaice, American 889
Flounder, Wi tch 890
Halibut , Green land 892
Halibut, Atlantic 893
Sclc nlinc n nme
Cenrmscylliu mj ahricii
Raja radiara
Rajasmra
Bmhyraja spinicauda
MallolUs VU!OSIIS
Synaphobranchlls kaup i
NO/acanthus cht'mnitzii
Amlmnra rosmuu
Gadu s mom ua
GadIlS fl1:UC
Borrow/Jus .wida
MacmllTIIs bag/ax
NeZlllniahu irJii
Coryplwenoicll's rupe.wi .y
Tradwrhincus murray ;
Anartnchasdell/icli/alm
Ana rhichas minor
Anarhkhas /I/PUS
Lycodesesmad i
l.ycmlt's rettcutaus
LycoJ l's vah lii
S('hu.\·,es mar inus
Sehastes meruella
ttemnnmerusomencancs
Art('dif'JlII.\· uncimuus
Trigl/Jps lIIurm yi
MyoxocrpJlUlt1.f.I('orp i lls
CotrUIIClIllIS micmps
AgO/ills Jecag(}ml.~
Elll nit"rfJIremus ,fpillOSIIS
CyclOpltn U Iwuplls
Hippogfossoidesplutessf!iJes
Glyp rnct'phu/lis CYl1og los.ms
ReinlumJ,il/s hif'ptlglns.wiJrs
Hippm:III.\·sus IJippogJo.IJIIS
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LIST OF SPECIES APPEA RING IN THE DATA BUT NO T USED IN THE
ANA LYSIS ORDERED BY CODE (DFO).
Commoonamc
DeepwaterSkate
Atlantic Herring
Black Herring
Blacksmelt
Goitre Blacksrnelt
Viperfish
Boa Dragonfish
Lantemflsh
Sccpelosaurs
Barracudinas
Barracudina
Short Barracudina
Scaled Lancetfisli
ShortnoscdLancetfish
SnubnoseEels
Snipe Eels
Atlantic Snipe Eel
Shcrt nosc Snipe Eel
Cutthroat Eels
Spiny Eels
Spiny Eels
ShortspineTapi rlish
Longfin Hake
Threebcard Rockling
'rhrecbea rd Rockllng
Cusk
Fourbeard Rockling
Longnose Grenadier
Bigeycs
Pricklebacks
Blenny
Snake Blenny
Code
94
150
167
200
202
227
230
272
300
316
317
318
320
324
358
367
368
369
372
384
385
387
444
453
454
458
461
482
609
709
714
7 16
Scientificname
Rajufyllae
Clupeoharengus
8afhytfOCtes sp.
Bafhylagus sp,
Barhylagus eurynps
Clwuliodl/ssloani
Srnmlo.f boa fenn:
Myclophidae
Scopelosauridae
Paralepididac
Paralepis .~p.
Paralrpisbrevis
N010kpiJ rtssotkroyeri
Alepis(wnI:S brewosms
Simenchelyidae
Nemlchmyidae
Nl'michthys scotopaceus
Serrivamerheani
Synaphobranchidae
Notocanthiformes
Notocamhidae
Mactlmwfdiu fIIstralrJ
Uropllycis cnesen
Gataropsorussn.
Gatdromarus ensis
Brosmehrosme
£/IChel}'IIPI IS cimbnus
Co('/orhyllclw.l'carmmatus
Priacamhidae
Suchaetdae
Lumnemu sp.
LW/lp('I11/s tampremefornds
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LIST OF SPECIES APPEARING IN TIl E DATA BUT NOT USED IN TIlE
ANALYSIS ORDERfD BY COD E (OFO) (to ni. ) .
Common name Code
Wrymouth 721
Eelpout TJ.6
Laval's Eelpoot 728
EeJpout 738
Wolf Eel 747
Atlantic Hookear Sculpin 811
Mailed Sculpin 813
Longhorn Sculpin 820
Arctic Sculpin 822
Arctic Staghorn Sculpin 823
Deepsea Sculpin 827
Pallid Deepsea SCUlpin 828
Common Al1igatorlish 838
Lumpfish 843
Seasnails 853
Seasnail an
Gelatinous Seamail 859
St riped Seasnail 860
Greenland Kelp Seasnall 861
Seasnail 863
Seasnail 86S
Sea Tadpole 866
Sea Devils 980
Scientific name
CryptQcanrhotlesmtlculotus
Lyrodrs sp.
Lycodes lavalti
Lycodes mucosus
Lyctnchd ys sp.
Antdld /w ot/omicus
Trig!ops sp.
Myoxl!cephulus oaoeecemspmosus
Myoxncephal/ls scorptoides
GYllmocomllus mcuspts
COI/ IIIJf:U! IIS .,p .
Cot/uneulus 1hom,m,,1
Aspidop"or(lldes monopreryR;l/s
EUm;cmf/l'''' uSsp.
Liparidae
L lparis sp.
Liporis!ahricii
Uporis liporis
Liporis " miratus
Corrpmctw sp.
Qm pmct lls rri nhorOli
Qm pmclIIs runulus
Ceratiidae
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COAST 197 8 COAST 1979
spe • Numb. Kg . Spc . Numb. Kg .
.0 5 1 27 . 04 .0 3 3 .63
". 21. )~7. 29 4:l\ as 53. 5 6
. 51 50 2. 1 0 ". z 0 .4 5701 3 2 3 . 6 1 45 1 5 D.H
72' 23 18 . 42 ••• • 6 3 .5 5730 .2 12 . 4 8 70 1 1 1 2 . 71
79. 7 0 . 3 2 81. 1 0 .4582' 2 0 .2 3 83 ' 1 0 . 0 5
.36 43 1. 37 843 1 0.14
... 3 0 . 1 0 ... a 4 .54
... 2 3 . 4 1 ... '26 6 0.83
88 ' 14 74 40 6 . 78 •• a ' 0 9 .31
890 • 3.2889' 2065 1111 . 84
COAST 1980 COAST 19 8 1
• pe • Numb. Kg • spe • Numb. Kg.
• 0 32 34 .65 .0 73 77. 50
187 11 4 2 0 3 60.5 0 187 20 9 2 66 . 86
438 23 3 76 7 .75 324 • 0 . 8 1439 3 2. 0 0 43 8 5 10 923 . 50
4 51 160 2 22 . 5 5 . 51 285 8.16
474 8 9 .00 •••
, 18 . 00
. 99 14 14 1. 7 0 700
'0 26. 30
7 01 13 68.5 0 70 1 • 43.50726 33 27. 4 0 72. J1 30 . 70
727 8 1. 0 0 73 0 17 5.05
730 5 1. 5 5 79 4 • 0.617•• • 1.50 820 5 3 . 008 27 • 0 . 5 0 ". 7 0 .518 • • 0 21. 0 0 ... • 11. 8 08 89 522 197.80 ... 1704 938 . 00
8 92 20 0 0 13 25. 7S 890 11 19. 50
89' 13 0 6 58 3 . 75
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COAST 1982 COAST 1983
Spc . Numb. Kg. spc , Numb . Kg.
'0 168 1·\0.10 90 '0 2 2 . 10
10' , 4 . 7 0 18 7 56 1 . 12
187 723 20 . 9 8 43. 8" 965 .0 5
' 16 5 0 . 5 0 439 6 6. 80
Jl7 1 0 . 2 0 451 68 7 22 . 89
"8 1354 2 160 .7 0 69 9 2 21 .50
439 6 6 . 5 0 70 1 2 12 .50
451 990 20 . 36 729
"
2 2. 40
474 20 28 . 0 0 730 30 3 . 77
6" 3 9 397 . 0 0 79 4 1 2. 00
70 0 12 15 .4 0 81 9 1 1. 20
701 ' 6 153. 0 0 83 6 J 0 . 14
729 6 ' 55. 6 0 84 4 9 0 . 22
730 22 5 .3 5 84 9 2 4. 8 0
794 5 . 7 . 3 6 86 1 2 0.35
8" 1 3. 5 0 B63 a 0. 7 0
819 6 8. 6 0 B65 2 0 . 08
827 12 J . 3 0 B89 199 3 102 2 .30
8 29 5 1 . .. 0 890 '6 3 6.60
8 " 6 0 . 3 2 89 2 66 7 278 . 00
84' 18 1.2 2 893 1 1. 75
849 7 25 . 9 0
. 59 3 0 . 6 0
8 89 38 9 4 1 690 .00
89 0 20 25 . 7 0
89 2 J0 55 1 72 8.50
8" 1 3 . 5 0
COAST 1984 COAST 1985
spc , Numb . Kg . Spc . Numb. Kg .
90 as 73. 2 5 9 0 90 472 7 . 00
1 87 19 ' 5 . 2 3 18 7 16' 425.00
320 4 0 . 3 5 " 8 3 7 41 401960 .00
4 " 3722 4 92 6.60 439 13 12 3 5 . 00
4 39 7 5 . 1 5 451 7 613 1 874 3. 00
451 1584 55 . 92 474 J 16 5. 0 0
6 " 5 52.00 699 2 1400. 00
7 00 19 28 . 80 700 13 1350 .00
7 01 11 79 .00 701 1 55 0 . 00
7 29 132 87 . 2 5 729 76 537 0 . 00
730 14 3 . 0 0 " 0 15 210 . 00
794 5 0.8 0 79 4 13 166 . 00
813 5 0. 1 6 810 27 5 3 . 00
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e r s • 3 . BO
'"
3 . 13 5.00
. 3 ' 1 2 1.26 841 12 13 5 . 0 0
••• .2 4 .55 .44 5 7 298 .00
••• • 6 . 6 0 ... 21 5975 .00
• • 0 5 0 .50 853 1 . 232. 00
.63 '2 1. 87 '57 1 3 167 . 0 0
. 8 . 254 4 1158 . 30 . 59 21 305 .00
8 92 564 3 30 .05 '89 2894 120 435. 00
890 5 67 0 . 00
89' 1416 56796 . 0 0
COAST 1986 COAST 19 87
Spc. Numb . K, . Spc. Numb. K• •
• 0 .. 24.6 0 . 0 5 7 35. 3 5
1 0 2 1 12 . 0 0 , . 7 6 23 11 . 77
1 8 7 1232 32.54 116 • 0 . 1 0
. 3 8 1941 2706.60 438 22 6 1 3218 .20
.51 1904 51.86 43' 7 4 . 10
7 0 0 5 5 .10 451 1367 48 . 9 1
701 3 18 .50 ... 1 13.00
729 as 23 . 85 701 • JJ .OO73 0 as 7 .70 727 5 0. 4 0
7 94 13 1.25 729 71 45 . 35
.0. 1 2.70 730 .0 6 . 77
.,0 7 0.11 794 5 0 . 46
.19 • 2 . 90 . 0. 2 2.80
. 3 . 16 0 .6 2 81 0 • 0 .11
."
,. 1. 7 5 81J 7 0 . 13
••• 85 2 19 .6 0 816 29 1. 04
.53 7 1. 10 83. 1 0 . 0 1
••• '71 378 .35 84' • 0. 1 8
. '0 • 7 . 05 '44 • O. 2S8 92 1 39 1 714 .73 ... 14 38 .80
861 8 0 . 7 1
.63 2. 2 . 2 5
.89 1533 652. 15
890 23 1 3 .20
.92 2855 12 36 . 55
14
COAST 1 9 8 8 COAST 1989
Spc. Numb. Kg. spe • Nuab . Kg .
'0 130 89.23 '0 191 78 .74
1 0 2 2 6. 30
"
• 1. 641 8 1 2477 40 . 92 10 2 1 5 .25
438 1473 2 335.68 18 1 167 4 5 0 .97
451 87 22 160 .89 438 1210 9 9 8 .27
474 1 2 . 6 0 439 , 6 . 1 6
.99 2 32.50 451 5962 2 37. 53
1 0 1 1 3 .00 . 99 5 51 .00
1 29 1 0 5 78 .95 100 14 1 2 . 6 9
1 3 0 5 0 6 . 51 ' 01 4 9 . 2 0
810 11 0 . 1 3 72 1 2 0 2 .04
813 8 0 . 15 72 . 2 05 1 0 6. 0 6
819 11 7. 80 730
"
11.08
827 11 1. 5 0 '94 24 3 .26
8 3 . 3 0 0.82 80' 2 2 .39
838 1 0 .01 8 1 0 27 0.61
8 43 2 0 0 . 8 4 81 3 5 . 0 .12
844 31 1.16 8 19 2 0 8. 65
849 17 ' 390 . 25 827 12 1. 3 4
853 i s 2. 41 83. 51 1.32
8 59 1 0 .02 83 8 8 0.07
8 . 3 3 8 1. 83 843 77 4 .33
88' 798 336 .23 844 1 44 5.67
8'0 25 23.80 8 49 73 168.36
892 1981 71 8 . 24 853 40 5 .4 4
8. ' 22 3 . 2 9
8 8 9 .,0 20 4.9 1
890 21 7 .90
8'2 2335 850 .26
8'3 1 3 .60
COAST 1 9 9 0 COAST 199 1
Spc. Numb. Kg. spc, Numb . Kg .
.0 215 8 6 .12 . 0 .23 165 .08
91 2 1. 75 91 8 2 . 8 0
1 0 2 1 6 1. 4 0 1 02 2 3 .24
181 528 15.05 1 8 1 5 11 1 10 3 . 6 9
438 1089 59B.80 31. 25 0.49
451 16 59 56 .24 32 0 30 1 . 08
474 5 3 . 0 6 43 8 4292 31 40.00
.99 3 35 451 5403 90 .60
100 5 1. 8 1 474 1 5 6 .60
101 2 9 . 00 100 29 24. 0 612' 8 2 4 4 . 42 1 0 1 • 7. 57
75
730 7 8 8. 4 8 729 loa 45 . 05
79 ' 37 9 . 57 730 80 8 .56
81 0 15 0 . 1 6 7 9 ' 7. 15 .27
813 11 0. 1 8 8 10 as 0. 6 4
819 19 10 . 9 4 813 2 7 0.4 9
8 " 14 2. 3 1 81B 1 3 8 .79
83 . 7. 2 . 71 8 2B ,. 8.2 4
8 " B2 5 .54 83 . 10 8 3 .29
8" 20 1. 18 8 38 24 0 .82
84 B '5 8 1. 9 0 843 2. 2 .25
853 31 1. 6 4 84B 33 58 . 18
8. , 17 1. 2 0 853 2 B 3 . 7 9
88B 116 6 38B. 88 8 8 B 11 9 9 32 8 . 17
8BO 7 3 . 13 892 4 84 3 135 3 . 13
892 60 19 2345 . 57
NORTH 1978 NORTH 1979
spc • Numb. Kg . Spc. Numb. Kg.
9 0 B4 76 .02 BO 272 22 6 .68
10 2 2 39 .95 187 5879 210 .51
" 8 3701 6232 .51 316 49 4 .0 1
" B 24 20 .95 438 2020 3950.89
45 1 223 6. 50 . 5 1 2576 25.27
47' 131 104 . 6 6 4 74 100 106 . 4 4
6B9 174 11 83 . 57 .BB ,., 13 46 . 32
700 4 12 286 .94 70 0 20 ' 205 .05
70 1 .2 2 47 . 54 7 0 1 70 345 .57
72 B 409 2 39.37 726 200 13 7 . 12
730 7140 76.2 4 730 15B 34 . 4 8
79 3 2B 2 4 . 2 4 793 , 6.35
7B4 7 6 98 2526 .67 79 ' 80 3 30 2 .54
813 '0 0.79 8 10 18 0 . 58
8 1 B 11 10 .3 6 8 13 21 0 .57
8 2B I B 3. 11 81 B 8 11. 10
8 3. ' 8 2 . 4 0 8 3 . ' B 1. 92
8'4 12 1.12 849 51 168. 01
8 49 35 89 .98 8 8 B 376 4 1696 . 31
88 B 5 2 72 2 4 6 2. 0 3 8B O 35 35 . 39
8BO 25 18.13 8B 2 5 373 32 4 1. 69
8 92 24 26 1855 .92 893 2 6 ,35
76
NORTH 198 0 NORTH 1981
Spc . Numb. Kg . Spc. Numb. Kg.
90 493 35 3 . 9 5 9 0 . 2 80. 65
10 2 4 3 4. 5 0 1 02 1 14 .00
187 441 13 .23 187 12907 37 0 .51
31 6 25 0 .91 3 18 30 0. 7 5
". 4041 8427.50 324 36 1.9545 1 259 4.32 43 . 2 646 6 0 2 2 . 50
47 4 3 46 301 .00 43 9 14 14.90
476 11 1.80 451 31 38 5 3.25
699 227 171 3 . 5 0 474 71 74 . 60
700 2 39 213 .70 69 ' 206 1605 .30
7 01 91 4 92 .53 7 00 150 155 .95
726 2 77 197.90 70 1 49 30 7 .50
730 1 72 5 3 .07 729 62 5 3 .00
793 60 76 .75 7 30 20 ~. 20
794 3 9 24 1 3 3 4 . 15 7 93 7 8 .80
827 12 1.92 794 15 76 707 .45
836 20 1. 86 6 69 6 4 5 9 3402.25
649 18 50.00 890 34 JS . SO
'69 77 50 4 1 51.10 692 3 9 33 28 34.4 0
690 10. 10 1. 40 693 9 69 . 50
892 3 4 0 3 3067 .00
6 93 • 19 . 30
NORTH 19 82 NORTH 1 98 3
spc, Numb. Kg . spc , Numb. . g .
9 0 1 5 7 13 5 .10 90 19. 16 8 . 9 5
, . 7 1 7 . 27 . 9 3 18 7 75 2 .03
4" 743 7 1435 9 . 40 43 6 9495 14 244 . 50
'"
J2 27. 50 439 17 17.3 0
451 2252 39 . 8 5 45 1 1 72 6 5 8 .84
47' 170 162 . 6 0 4 74 2 51 2 12.90
699 :H4 2 487.50 699 2'6 2 2 0 1. 8 0
700 2 2 . 223. 18 7 0 0 340 3 24. 9 0
701 1 5 7 12 5 .90 7 0 1 10. 51B .30
729 2 11 178 .30 7 11 2 0 . 2 0
730 65 15. 0 1 726 2 0 . 2 0
793 14 17.90 i ~ 9 132 94 .77
794 40 13 . 71 7 3 0 1 11 26 .60
813 31 0 . 42 7 93 92 112 .60
83 6 15 0.72 794 43 41 13 74 .44
843 1 3 0 .62 813 27 0 . 30
849 1 7 5 1- lI O . 3 6 16 0. 26
n." 13326 6167 .50 ... 16 39 . 90
'" "
15 .90 ... 105 39 564 9 .4 3
'"
3977 3590 .00
'"
47 4 1. 20
89l , 18 .10
'"
451 4 3904.20
."
, 20 .50
NORTH 1984 NORTH 1985
spc , Numb . Sq . Spc . NUlIIb. sq.
90 1SO 14 ].85 90 248 145 .90
102 3 12 . 00 102 1 9 . 00
187 165 5 . 02 187 .96 22 . 65
32' , 0 . 10 272 30 1. 10
438 5373 8 043 .0 0 3" 1 0 . 4 0
4S1 11 0 7 28. 99 .38 55 44 7038 .9 0
474 I SO 144 . 60 451 6145 169 . 66
'"
159 13 58. 10
'" "
85 . 05
00 120 116. 1 5
'"
26 222 . 00
701
"
169 .)0 ". 151 120 5 .7 0
' 29 80 54 .4 5 700 30 1 235. 72
730 .. 11.65 701
"
177.4 6
". 21' 67 . 90 ' 29 100 64.85... 11 42 . 50 730 .. 5 . 15
." 4855 26 73.70 " 3 19 13 .45
.90 22 22 .1 0 ' 94 16 Jl 455. 27
.92 SJ71 4572. 00 810 45 0 . 52
. 13 14 0.2 3
.36 57 1.56
". 42 0 .81B43 12 0 .49
... t 22 .80
'"
13 0 .85
'"
53 52 265 3 .9 5
.90
"
70 . 00
'"
448 2 3606.45
."
, 21 .50
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NORTH 198 6 NORTH 198 7
sp c , Numb. Kg . spc • Numb . Kg .
90 102 91.07 90 247 1 53 .18
187 291 6.67 1 0 2 2 18 .00
438 14 45 2 19 04 6 .15 1 87 71 7 9 2 51.1 6
451 696 18. 29 4 3 8 5723 8829 .90
47 4 27 24 .30 4 7 4 77 61.10
699 9 8 966 .00 699 58 546 .00
700 1 0 5 89 . 00 700 13 0 96 . 10
7 0 1 37 1 7 3 .10 701 34 14 3 . 6 0
7 2 9 75 50 .40 729 61 35 . 9 0
730 2 5 5 . 80 730 94 12 .27
79' 103 30.95 793 98 111. 10
829 ' .2 2.30 794 1 0 8 6 405 . 17
836 43 2 .23 8'0 30 0 .48
843 1 3 0 .80 813 1 2 0 .14
849 3 0 86.90 829 1 2 1.56
889 3453 1 91 4 . 9 0 836 29 1.12
890 11 12 . 2 0 849 1 . 51.70
892 22 1 0 15 14.95 863 11 0 .73
893 4 11.10 889 2840 1567.40
890 94 73.70
892 3047 18 32 . 8 9
NORTH 1988 NORTH 19 8 9
Spc . Numb . Kg. Spc. Numb . Kg .
90 330 265 . 10 90 243 11 5 . 79
91 14 7.27 1 0 2 3 29 .75
187 1755 5 2. 39 187 257 6 .85
3 16 1 5 0 .64 272 55 0.96
43 8 7878 13 9 4 3 .81 438 5885 6056.86
45 1 11 49 25.84 439 8 6 .01
474 46 25 .45 451 2068 76.20
699 59 674 .20 474 94 49.40
700 135 121.30 699 ., 511 .01
70 1 37 1 3 5 . 6 0 7 0 0 66 58 .74
72 9 89 56 .20 7 01 3 5 161.98
73 0 179 23.87 727 11 1. 3 4
794 323 1 03 .76 729 2.8 11 7. 8 0
8 1 3 11 0 .26 730 11 7 19. 19
627 34 5. 13 793 9 7.76
836 29 11 4 . 0 0 79' 229 78.69
8 38 12 0.51 8 10 2 0 0 .24
8 4 9 33 102.60 813 .5 0.66
889 3722 2116.48 819 13 7.73
7.
B'O 12 2392.00 B27 12 1.96
892 7274 32 15 .5 7 82. 1 4 1.55
836 6 7 2 .02
838 • 0 .1284 3 2 4 1 . 45
844 43 1.99
84. 24 50 .49
853 2l 1.33
". 3636 1731.958.0 34 22 .64
892 nOJ 184 4. 8 0
NORTH 1990 NORTH 19 9 1
spe • Numb. Kg . Spc . Numb. Kg.
.0 166 6 1.91 90 133 40 .88
1 87 14 0 .39 91 6 2.21
316 7 0 .15 187 38 0 . 87
43B 1197 955 .80 22 7 2 0 . 12
4 5 1 66 1.43 272 7 0 . 12
4 74 15 5 .77 320 2 0 .06
478 2 0 .26 373 2 0 .24
6 •• 14 1 64 . 9 5 402 3 0.25
700 60 48. 33 438 423 268 .54
701 14 59 .85 4 51 12 9 9 22 .01
729 54 2 5 .87 4 74 5. 26 .45
730 17 1. 78 478 10 1. 2 1
7 .3 4 4 . 30 481 127 37.34
7.4 3 5 7 . 4 3 69' 6 42 .55
810 12 0 .14 700 66 59 .52
a 19 3 1.48 701 1 5 3 5 . 2 3
829 14 1.35 729 40 18 . 43
836 8 0 .15 7JO 2. 4 . 13
843 8 0 .59 793 5 5. 1 4
853 2 0 . 2 4 794 129 29 .39
861 2 0 .75 810 1 8 0 . 24
8 8. U27 489 .81 819 6 6 .4 3
8'2 553 200.03 820 1 0 .46
829 29 4 .29
836 1 5 0 . 46
838 6 0. 11
84 3 3 0 . 4 6
849 9 24 . 11
853 12 0 . 5 1
889 38. 136 . 1 0
890 1 0 .50
B9 2 4 8 6 159 .68
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MAIN 1 978 MAIN 19 79
sse. Numb. Kg . Spc . Numb. Kg.
0 0 538 4 21.82 90 8 ' 8 7 04 . 61
0 1 3" 147 .43 01 33 2 2 2 5 . 04
10 2 18 14 1.67 102 41 392 . 30
15 0 1 0 .3 4 187 "0 3 . 2 7
187 2 0 . 06 27 2 '2 1. 57
272 • 0.3 5 3 1 . 54 3 .9031. 10 1. 28 38. 1 1. 81
" 8 3 6 70 65 01 . 43 " 8 7 185 139 8 0. 46
45 1 1 0 .03 44' 1 0.05
.54 3 0. 56 . 51 17 2 2. 6 1
.., 10 1. 51 ' 53 8 1.02
47. 271 2 15.69 .61 s 0 .96
478 1. 2 .66 4 74 . 3. 5 8 8 . 9 6
.09 13 0 914 . 12 .78 72 11 .31
7 00 .7. 610.77 '9' 25 1 1876. 8 7
70 1 8' 2 7 2 .28 1 0 0 681 7 4 4 .80
71 1 1 0.14 7 01 0 0 306.21
721 1 0 . 4 5 11. 1 0 .05
727 7 3 . 2 3 1 21 3 1. 58
72 9 2 24 116 . 0 7 72. 125 8 1.94
73 0 1885 29 7. 6 2 72 7 15 1 5 .56
79 3 17' 2 1 7 .53 72 9 1 0.4 5
794 142 04 54 08.93 730 118 8 266. 16
812 123 3. 59 1 4 7 1 0 .05
813 6 0 .36 7 93 531 813 . 9 6
8 " 2 0 .90 794 1 9 4 8 2 194 5 . 5 0
820 3 1.14 810 91 2 .33
823 1 0 . 05 8" 1 0.05
829 39 4 . 2 9 81 3 8 0 .3 9
8 36 30 1.87 820 2 1. 59
838 0 0 .60 827 18 3 . 7 8
8" 2 3 .18 829
"
4 .7 4
85. 1 0 .10 8 36 8 0.38
889 378 0 1391. 25 8 3 8 10 0 . 4 9
8'0 14 04 111 2 . 3 8 8"
"
11 6 . 36
8 " 19 55 1224 .29 853 1 0 .0 5
8 8 0 J44 '3 12 6 1.38
890 2294 17 9 2 . 72
892 4 39 6 34 4 0. 84
893 4 30 .40
81
MAI N 1 98 0 MAIN 19 81
Spc. Numb . X• • Spe . Numb . K••
27 , 2 .00 90 44 4 518 .90
90 4" 444. 13 91 ,.2 10 2 .20
91 2.2 160 .35 102 29 2 11.50
10 2 J 7 29 4 .70 10 7 78 2 .98
187 2•• 9.33 23 0 1 0 . 01
227 2 0 . 0 4 272 51 2 . 9 8
272 .8 1 . 73 318 J 0 .30
n . 59 4 .19 324 66 3. 86
432 4 1. 0 0 J 87 1 4 .00
4J 8 37 42 7864.7 1 43 8 4 6 3 7 1 0473 . 5 0
444 2 0. 15 4 44 , 0 .01
4 51 532 5.4 5 451 2 7 1.17
453 , 0 . 6 5 4 54 J 0.60
..8 , 0 .50 47' 43 0 409.3 0
46' 2 0 .30 4 78 12 2 .70
4 74 562 5 1 1. 1 5 .99 ' 13 91 1.00
478 47 9. 1 5 70 0 287 27 3 .25
48' 2 2 . 00 70 ' 57 240 .80
ss 20 ' 15 0 ' . 5 0 727 6 4 .90
700 630 5 70 .93 7 29 40 21.36
70' 71 2 29 . 15 730 319 73 .9 5
72' , 0 .10 793 209 394 .85
726 85 3 7 .40 794 23 844 1 0 6 4 3 . 3 5
727 ' 0 9.30 8 0' 1 0 .20
730 113 6 23 7 .04 8 10 5 0 .23
7 93 5476 6360 . 9 3 8" 15 2 .60
794 17 2]) 9 1 6 3. 9 8 827 5 1.00
8'0 21 0. 6 4 8 3. , 0 . 10
813 2 0 .02 849 1 0 34 .00
814 0 0. 10 88' 2 78 5 12 31 .90
8 27 4 6 6 .28 89 0 2 3 42 1894 . 80
836 1 0 .01 892 4592 3 617 .50
838 2 0.02 893 2 41.50
849 • 17.008 " 0 0.02
8 59 , 0. 10
889 3413 1192.43
8 ' 0 2422 18 7 5 . 2 6
8 92 3 698 3076 .70
893 13 143 .50
82
MAIN 1982 KAIN 1983
Spc. Numb. Kg . spc , Numb. Kg .
.0 511 50 0 .70 '0 682 654 .45
., 258 1 69 . 05 ., 242 157 .30
102 '0 322.50 10 2 3. 256 .45
18 7 750 2 5 . 8 4 18 7 14 61 40 .11
11 6 21 2 . 10 438 5 246 9782 .70
438 5181 1 0 9 4 9 . 4 0 451 114 4.36
. 5 1 5 62 8.38 6 • • 145 1017 .60
47. •• 0 7 4 7 . 20 700 38' 3 64 .05
478 23 3 . 15 70 1 7J 276 .10
,.. 22 3 14 45 .50 730 43' 1 23 .07
7 0 0 53. 474.40 7 '3 3726 3382 .30
70 . 76 273 . 10 8 8 ' 28 84 11 89.15
72' •• 52 .80 8.0 2 7 6 1 2 33 44.657 3 0 .8. I1 S . a O 8.2 7 451 6283 .00
7.3 435 557 .90 8'3 15 U 9 . 50
7 . 4 18 8 60 6 766.54
82. 3 0 5.80
8•• 2 1 54 .00
8 8. 2 734 1 04 8 .70
8. 0 22 29 1 790 .60
8.2 70 39 57 97. 0 0
8. 3 • 73 .50
MAI N 19 84 MAIN 198 5
Spc . Numb. Kg . spe , Numb. Kg .
.0 10 26 980. 15 • 0 5 7 • 55 1. 1 4
"
2 0 ' 13 6 . 9 0 ., 202 1 20 .20
10 2 37 3 3 . 6 0 1 0 2 27 2 68 .95
18 7 5. 5 15. 19 18 7 116 2 34.33
272 63 1. 6 2 116 64 J.41
116 27 2 . 2 2 43 8 386 8 6238.3 5
32 0 66 2 . 2 2 451 .70 11. 26
438 39 09 7 4 79. 4 5 474 4 46 332 .80
451 28 1 4 . 4 7 478 56 7 .70
47' 6 27 533.05 6" 125 1 0 1 6. 8 0
478 52 8 . 8 0 700 2" 2 50 . 50
.81 253 55 .80 700 44 187.40
'0' , . 6 1631.85 73 0 1 0 ' 4l. 14
700 3 52 3 17 .95 703 63. 66 5 .3 5
70 1 8 1 292 .85 7 04 2227 2 8387.28
72 0 8 3 49 .95 81 0 38 0 .98
7J0 30. 98. 07 B20 23 281 . 00
7.3 4 64 5 60 .30 8 4. 12 29. 7 0
83
7.4 156 8 5 63 68 . 1 0 ••• 2 1 .43 963 .70
.,0 23 0 . 4 0 890 24 03 174 5. 35
82. 21 370.00 ••2 7268 4 615.8 584' 13 32 . 55 .93 • 6 1 .5088 . 40 8 6 1810.50
"0 3274 281 7 . 45
••2 9 58 9 722 7.52
.93 7 4 2 . 55
MAI N 1 9 8 6 HAIN 19 8 7
spc , Numb. Kg . Spc . Numb. Kg .
27 1. 28 . 50 .0 37. 36 0 .8 8
'0 40 7 449.20 91 10 1 62. 50
91 10 5 75 . 15 102 22 14 9 . 60
102 13 97 .20 18 7 1311 46 .46
187 1139 34 .79 272 10 4 2 . 64
272 33 0 .5 4 ". 2 4 1 . 3 2438 92 16 14 5 9 7 . 6 0 '86 • 1 1. 5 045 1 52 1.75 432 12 2.10
47 4 26 0 182 . 0 7 438 5 207 8914 .25
478 .. 7 .55 4 51 19 0 . 5 3
48 1 136 44 .98 474 33. 2 7 1. 22
...
"
4 77 . 50 478 120 14.60
7 00 15 . 1 23 .6 0 481 35 12 . 70
7 0 1 27 7 8 .90 ... .4 8 76 .50
7 2' 28 19 . 15 700 14 7 111 .21
730 22. 47 . 05 70 1 34 192 .70
793 339 3 0 4 .60 72. 56 27 .00
7.4 12106 6373. 49 730 233 3 4 .51
810 70 0 . 75 793 74 117 .60
. 4. 17 3 6 .70 7 94 4981 2316.86
8•• 3034 1499 .45 81 0 37 0 .51
••0 ••• 679 .10 82 9 35 2 .67
• • 2 98 74 6884 .61 . 49 r s 5 1 .25
' 9 3 2 22 .10 889 20 16 872. 4 5
••0 1302 1024 . 1 5
••2 8283 5 0 8 8 .4 5
.93 4 1 7 . 0 0
84
MAIN 1988 MAIN 1 98 9
spe . Numb . K• • spc • Numb. Kg.
2 7 3 11. 0 0 27 4 5 .91
90 328 295 .00 9 0 776 533 .35
9 1 74 49 . 3 5 9 1 1 0 2 52 .76
1 02 7 5 6 .10 1 0 2 1 5 1 39. 7 6
187 1 8 5 4.05 1 8 7 5 10 1 4.48
27 2 30 0 .56 31 6 21 0 .53
31 6 23 0 .66 438 13281 2 0 3 0 0 . 68
438 27 33 4244.4 0 45 1 457 1 8 . 31
45 1 291 3. 2 1 474 251 1 4 3 . 0 2
47 4 222 167.0S 478 5 4 5 .67
478 63 7 .45 699 35 374 .95
699 63 616.10 700 141 120 .93
700 135 111.23 70 1 39 156 .25
7 0 1 40 170 .40 729 9' 58.60
729 30 19.22 730 445 67.3 8
730 110 14.22 793 633 864 .63
793 152 156.70 794 7578 2998.02
79 4 14696 7697 .86 810 J5 0 .51
810 31 0 .36 827 4 4 6 .30
82 7 53 5 .78 829 46 5.35
849 14 39.40 836 J2 0 .95
889 1 5 0 9 714 . 1 5 849 3. 111.82
890 880 7 0 3 . 5 0 889 3039 1 2 0 9 .15
892 3699 1930.00 890 729 515 .23
893 5 1 6 . 7 0 892 1 19 . 71 506 .86
893 15 172 . 33
MAIN 1990 MAIN 1991
s pe , Numb . K• • spe • Numb. K• •
90 436 342 . 38 9 0 155 246.63
9 1 45 23 .29 9 1 55 2 2 .44
102 10 64 .79 102 1 0 36 .86
187 66 17 .93 18 7 2853 52 .44
272 3 5 0 .83 272 336 3 .21
316 34 0.77 31. 243 4 .71
38 4 10 12 .96 320 3 1 0 .72
4 32 41 10.75 385 13 11.55
438 1 0 4 . 24 1 2217 .4 1 438 1 81 21 17009 .73
45 1 34 0.77 451 2 5 7 4 . 0 0
474 379 257 .46 4 74 224 93.60
478 1 53 18 .92 478 14 1 !J .SO
481 20. 33.03 481 87 19 .27
85
699 41 434 .86 69' 17 211.30
7 00 60 46 .4 4 700 1 6 9 133 .50
7 01 23 103. 60 7 01 3 B 14 9 . 5 7
729 45 16. 73 729 OS 1 6 . 7 6
730 233 32 . 54 73B 13 3 1 7 . 2 8
793 245 258 . 00 793 2 13 201. 15
79 . 115 . 37 5708 . 67 7 9 4 4331 1 56 7 . 62
B29 34 6 . 12 Bl0 44 0 .57
B49 7 20.85 B29 12 1 15 . 09
BB' 148 1 598 .35 BOS 1 7 40 .60
B90 '62 660 .44 BB' 1 530 578. 78
B9 2 4885 2426 .09 B'O 13 4 78 .11
B92 3314 1 5 12 . 09
B93 5 63. 30
DEEP 197 8 DEEP 1979
spc , Numb. Kg . spc , Numb . Kg.
90 5 2 .7 5 27 53 88 .01
43B 330 606 .26 90 25 20.75
47. 1 02 103.97 9 1 1 2 .27
47B 12 0.76 1 0 2 5 64 .8 9
699 45 246 .98 373 42 7 . 14
7 00 1B 17 .84 3B6 14 24 .52
701 5 24.06 432 145 70 .80
727 8 6 .65 4 38 154 8 2633.32
72 9 • 0 .65 4 7 • 3 09 240 .297 30 6 7 12 .20 478 Bl 1 6 . 4 8
793 '7 6 1.25 4Bl 5386 2439 .0 1
79 4 71 4 1 2881.99 4B3 1 0 .54
B29 5 0 .55 699 12B 672. 75
B36 1 0 .10 700 200 116 .64
BB9 119 1 8 . 8 5 701 15 45 .54
B'O 57 40 .87 727 7 8 . 17
B92 14 B 246. 57 72 B 1 0 . 45
B93 1 3 .80 793 42 68 .77
79' 12 514 5337 . 19
B29 3 0 .14
B49 B 23 .82
BB9 153 67 .70
B90 5 4 .54
B9 2 592 1793 .24
B93 3 18 .6 1
86
DEEP 198 0 DEEP 1981
spc , Numb. Kg . Spc. Numb. Kg .
27 22' 4 17 . 5 0 2 7 171 27 1. 75
.0 36 44 .30 . 0 42 5 4. 10
102 14 175. 00 102 10 113.00
,.7 a 9 .00 ,.7 44 1 51. 2 5
31. 24 1. 5 8 272 13 . 2 .21
373 58 1 2 . 2 5 387 18 3 1. 20
38. 5 5 74 . 9 5 432 174 54.35
43 2 284 101.20 438 1 53 9 4 131. 25
438 •• a 1606 . 45 47 4 394 3 4 5 .15
45 8 , 13 .50 478 108 23 .95
474 51. 374 . 3 0 481 16 9 1 656 . 35
478 220 43.87 ... 14 0 836 . 75
481 4624 2424 .00 700 4. 29 .45
69. 272 15 4 0 . 0 0 7 01 8 26 .00
70 0 13 1 89 .2 0 7 93 16 51 1230 . 17
701 24 78 .00 794 452 23 18043 .83
730 102 25 .00 88' 31 8. 40
7 . 3 31 75 .25 890 37 33 .00
794 22 27 7 9 5 0 3 . 4 5 892 78 5 2359 . 10
827 25 3 .50 893 5 27 .80
889 141 41. 30
890 58 5 1. 5 0
8.2 1335 3221.50
DEEP 198 2 DEEP 198 3
spc , Numb. Kg. spc , Numb . Kg.
27 140 226 .30 2 7 2 17 351. 5 0
90 41 49 .00 90 14 23 .20
91 21 14 .2 0 94 8 3 .80
•• S 13 .60 102 7 87.80102 11 14 4 .00 202 • 0 .20272 ., 2 . 17 272 114 2 .68
373 .. 16 .27 318 8 1. 3 5
38. 53 7 0 . 3 0 3•• 37 7 .20
43 2 315 11 0 . 6 0 373 • 1.10438 485 1072 .00 38 . 20 31. 60
474 600 4 10 . 2 0 432 217 69.20
478 2 10 37. 10 438 15 33 .00
48 1 2396 521. 10 478 5. 10 .BO
699 11 3 729.0 0 48 1 4013 796 .40
700 66 35 .60 483 15 2 .50
7 01 , 29.90 ... 90 584. 10
87
730 2' 5 .45 72 7 10 11. 00
793 72 94. 8 0 '19 3 17 6 0 . 20
7" 2 4 39 4 976 1. 8 3 7" 10 4 0 B 4 8 8 3. 77
8" 15 45 .30 8.0 ., 89.80
... 53 1 8 . 2 0 8.2 722 21 27 . 50
8.0 18 . 176 .70 8.3 1 14 .00
892 13 44 335 5 .60 ' 8 0 1 0 .20
8.3 6 213 .50
DEEP 19 84 DEE~ 198 5
Spc . Numb. Kg . ape , Numb. Kg .
27 1 43 236.95 27 2 26 381.05
'0 3 8 44.9 1 '0 37 4 2 . 3 0
"
34 18. 50 102 8 122 .50
30 2 11 15 0 .50 202 2l 0 .95
202 '5 1. 6 0 ~72 11 3 4 .10
2 27 3 0 .20 373 78 11. 37
230 2 0 .15 386 44 5 B.45
3 58 l3 2 .4 0 43 2 142 49 .55
36 8 2 1 3. 95 '38
"
8 0 .00
373 .8 10 .04 '74 2.2 203.50
38. 35 4 5 .85 '78 17 . 25 . 35
'32 282 96.4(.1 481 49 13 14 9 0 . 8 3
'38 256 451.50 ••• 155 1 2 2 8 . 7 0
' 5 3 7 3 .20 700 • 4 . 60
' 58 3 1 0 .50 701 8 30.55
'7 ' 337 28 1. 40 7' 3 2' 63 .50
' 7 8 87 14 .90 7" 107 0 5 4 89 8 . 05
481 40 07 1122 .00 84 . 8 24 .55
••• •• 621. 0 0 88' 15 5 . JO7 00 5 0 34. 45 8.0 3•• 30 5.50
70 1 7 11 . 30 89 2 15 72 30J) .75
727 • 5 . 3 0 893 • 5 5 . 2 57 30 20 6 . 0 5
7 93 •• 100.657 94 8 a51 4119 .65
88. rs B.3 0
8.0 38 34 .05
892 109 0 2358 .50
893 3 22 .50
88
DEEP 19 86 DEEP 1987
s pe • numb. "g . spc • Numb . "g.
2 7 " 2 287. 1 0 27 81 1 27 . 7 0
.0 6 10 .30 . 0 6 1 2. 40
102 5 53 .00 102 8 88 . 50
16 7 3 06 119 4 .27 16 7 2 2. 4 3
272 6 6 1. 54 2 00 7 0.24
300 8 1 . 4 0 202 10 0 . 8 3
316 12 1. 1 3 22 7 8 0. 4 4
37 J 20 J . 83 27 2 59 1. 0 9
384 17 2 6 . 10 316 4 0 .27
432 7 4 24 .90 369 4 0. 32
4 7 4 2.7 259. 1 0 373 33 4 .85
478 ' 9 10 . 9 5 38 5 2 5.10
481 112 9 304 . 1 0 3 8 6 17 36 . 9 0
483 5 1.60 . 32 105 2] . 90
699 ' 8 42 4 .20 . 74 201 1 3 5 . 15
700 3 1.70 478 8 8 13 . 18
701 rs 10 4 . 7 0 481 ". 83 . 1573 0 5 1.10 . 8 2 3 0. 7 0
7 9 3 14 27 .75 69 . 47 2 52 . 5 0
7 . 4 688 1 3664.70 7 0 1 2 6 . 30
8 2 9 17 2 .60 793 • 18.108 8 . 17 8 . 8 0 79 4 3 0 34 18 75 .20
8'0 290 229.9 ts 82 . 6 1.81
8.2 . 6 . 2 12 5 . 5 0 8 8 . • 2. 808 , J 1 12. 5 0 "0 2.8 2 24 . 40
89 2 59 8 1180.50
8 ' 3 2 1S .20
DEEP 19 8 8 DEEP 19 89
spc , Numb . "g. spc , Numb. "g.
27 .7 7 3 .90 27 44 7 5 . 41
. 0 3 2. 2 0 .0 5 4 . 10
102 11 17 1.00 91 3 0. 4 7
, . 7 9 5 2 79 .50 102 1 12 . 0 0
202 7 0. 52 272 26 0 . 5 1
227 4 0.20 ". 2 0. 06272 22 0.66 372 11 1.66
3.7 • 0 .80 373 12 1.85]7) • 0 . 90 385 5 5 . 2638 4 1 3 . 0 0 432 2 0 2.68
386 2 5. 0 0 . J8 J '8 4 25 . 4 2
'32 2 5 13 . 1 0 . 58 1 1 . 9e.
89
"8 27 33 .80 47' 10' 62 . 82
'7' 196 187. 0 0 '78 32 3.35
'78 37 5 . 10 481 403 122 .32
481 379 181.90 699 12 1 2 6. 75
48 3 7 2 .20 700 20 13.81
699 32 245 .50 701 5 1 2 . 6 7
700 5 4 .00 729 4 0 .82
70 1 1 2 .60 730 11 4 . 40
7 3 0 5 1.40 793 9 9 .59
793 6 1 8 . 2 0 79' 628 3 18 .44
794 5051 2860 .37 810 3 0.08
827 4 2 . 0 5 828 1 0 . 9 9
84 9 1 2 .60 829 4 0 . 4 6
889 20 12 .85 849 1 4 .85
890 87 63.90 889 1 0 2 51.41
892 580 995 .40 890 24 16. 78
892 218 235 .03
DEEP 1990 DEEP 199 1
spc • Numb. Kg. spe , Numb. Kg .
27 94 166.20 2 7 62 81.08
90 8 12 .60 90 21 2 3 .89
94 1 0.25 9' 4 1.82
102 , 125 .10 102 8 110 .05
227 3 0 .26 202 8 0.21
272 1 0 0.28 227 9 0.46
316 3 0.09 272 67 1.01
318 1 0 .05 316 85 1.96
373 28 6.23 32 0 10 0 .40
38' 1 1. 70 368 s 0 .4838' 2 4 .45 373 13 1.88
3 8 ' 2 4 .85 384 2 5 .20
432 70 14 .41 385 22 36 ,10
"8 11 5.95 "2 7 . 16 .0J
453 2 1. 05 "8 13 1 1.23
'74 222 186.74 '53 s 1.53
478 54 8 .94 '74 472 327 .83
48 1 929 299 .81 478 121 15 .56
483 8 1. 75 '8 1 1174 392.84
699 26 225.65 '83 6 1.76
701 1 3.30 699 26 303 .50
727 4 1. 70 727 5 1.71
730 4 0.66 730 4 0 . 45
79 3 2 5 . 30 793 3 2.97
794 672 237 .29 794 852 257 .56
827 7 2 .18 829 22 3 .56
90
8 29 , 1 .46 849 1 3 . 8 5
849 a 2 . 35 88 ' " , 66.5488'
"
18 .17 890 49 3 273 .21
8'0 10 ' 64.20 892 89' 662 .00
892 1107 1136.50
91
APPENDIX 2
This appendix contains maps showing the spatial assemblage distribution and
bottom temperatures recorded in the different sampling stations surveyed over the
fourteen years (1978-1991) of the study; each dol represents the exact geographical
position of the sampledstation.
For each year, 2 maps are shown on the same page; on the left. the different
colours indicate samplingstations identified as being similar in faunalcomposition. They
cluster in contiguous areas thai define the boundaries of the four assemblages; i.e orange
"" Coastal, black - North, red = Main and ycllow > Deep. In the same map. the
background bathymetry depths (in shades of blue) are: while (100m), pale blue (200m),
dark turquoise (300m), navy (400rn)and dark blue (800m and deeper).
The map on the right shows the bottom temperature measured al thai station when
the fish trawl was towed. The scale used for the colour dots in this map is (in "C, BT
c Bottom Temperature):
BT < = - I ::> light blue
0 < BT < =I =dark blue
2 < BT< ... 3 - yellow
BT >4 = rtd .
· 1 < BT < ""0 :z purple
I < BT < = 2 II: green,
3< BT < ""4 - orangc,
Notc the grouping of the Main Assemblage by the shelf-break and the colder
bottom temperatures in the last years of the study.
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